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workers began returning to 
work Wednesday night at a 
number of centres across 
Canada, but how long they 
would stay on the job was 
uncertain. 
The return started after a 
series of meetings of locals 
of the Canadian Union of 
Postal Workers (CUPW) 
called to discuss the national 
executive's recommendation 
for the workers to end their 
strike, which was staged in 
defiance of federal hack-to. 
work legislation passed last 
week. 
Postmaster-General Gilies 
Lamontsgne said Tuesday 
that any of the union's 23,000 
members not hack on the job 
by 12:01 a.m. Thursday 
could he fired. He said in the 
Commons on Wednesday 
that the threat had per- 
suaded about one-third of the 
national CUPW membership 
'to return to work by noon. 
Charges were also laid 
• againSt CUPW and five of its 
national leaders, including 
. . . .  "A^nt Jean-Claude 
in an action-packed 
.= RCMP also sear- 
265 CUPW locals 
~e country, appar- 
m attempt to obtain 
ts that would be 
against the five. 
ome injunctions 
: ~picketing. were, 
the first workers to 
.=re members of the 
~, Nfld., local, which 
aemhers. 
,e, acting president 
John's local, said 
e allowed to meet 
Le condition that the 
vould be ordered to 
Skeena Mall in Terrace. K mart management 
postal work after local president 
Arnold Gould asked them to 
go along with the executive's 
wishes.' 
He said 95 to 97 per cent of 
their jobs. 
ope the employer 
y any dirty tricks," 
as he and other 
~vent o the main 
post grace to sign in. 
' Workers also were back on 
the 5,200 Toronto inside would resume picketing. 
workers would return. 
Some said they would go Gould said he was dis- 
back and work 24 hours appointed that the workers 
withou t a contract, hen they had to abandon their strike. 
POST OFFICE 
Terrace workers back 
What a difference a day 
makesl 
Yesterday some 100 
union members turned 
out at various times to 
support CUPW in their 
strike against the post 
office here in Terrace. 
Today when asked what 
happened to the strike 
local rust office workers 
replica, "what strike". 
Postal service is back 
to normal today with mail 
deliveries taking place on 
schedule and inside 
workers busy sorting the 
small backlog which had 
accumulated uring the 
strike. 
The only remaining 
mystery is what hap. 
pened. Union 
representatives are not 
talking to the media and 
management simply says 
operations are being 
- carried out as they should 
he. 
Outside postal workers 
here received word late 
last night hat they should 
return to ~,vork. No ex- 
planation was given. 
RCMP detachment 
officials told the Herald 
that they had received no 
special  instruct ions 
regarding the removal of 
pickets from outside the 
post office building. 
Other stories in today's 
Herald outline the 
Cansda-wide situation, 
but as far as Terrace is 
concerned it is strictly 
business as usual. 
.H, IGGITT DENIES 
Protect  Mount ie  
• po l i c ies  he lped  
~TAWA (CP) - ReUre~d ' " ~~ lt"tl~ megn| ac~were corn - that theentire memo wasin 
RCMP commissioner WTL~. mitred by a force member fact a force policy and that 
Higgitt' denied Wed~sday acting independently, he just because a mountie broke 
that a long-standing policy to would get support if the the law under orders would 
stand behind Mounties action were justified, not necessarily make the act 
caught hrcakin~ the law in Higg!tt denied Tuesday justified. 
the course of their duties 
might have actually en- 
couraged them to be less H i 
cautiousab~'utlawbreaking' ot  a r s to rm 
Higgitt insisted under 
tough, questfOnlog at the 
~ McDimald'r.oy~|~commlssion di 
is pre c t ion  members of the force knew 
that if they were oc. 
casionally required to break OTTAWA (CP) --  Prime longsought by the provinces. Wednesday when the store opened in the new personnel from Toronto attended the opening, the job at Saint John, N.B., the law that these actions 
-- and Moncton after strikers had to be justified. Minister Trudeau has of- However, Trudeau has in- 
agreed to go along with the ficially given provincial .dieatod he is not willing to 
nat iona l  execut ive 's  But it became unclear premiers permission to reduce the over-all strength New store drawing recommendation. However, under repeatedqnestioning begin next week what eould nf the federal government. workers at Bathurst, by commission counsel Ross be a stormy debate on the 
Cambellton and Edmunston Goodwin, commission realignment, of federal and Skeletons 
did not report for the evening chairman David McDonald provincial powers. 
shift, and commissioner Donald In a letter to the premiers owds fo ening In Toronto, about 1,000 RiekcrdhowHiggittwould dated Oct. 18 aed made angry and noisy workers decidewhatillegalactswere publieWednesday, Tmdeau identified cr  r op  o justified, said thorewi l lbeanop.  NANAIMO, B.C.(CP)-- 
• He was questioned closely portunity to discuss power Two skeletons found in an Pil on an RCMP memo in- redistribution at a con. abandoned mine shaft near ots  troduced at hearings stitutional conference here here Saturday have been 
Tuesday which showed Monday, Tuesday and identified as those of two 
By Nixon Baker selves as helpers, even they were over whelmed set to  senior officers were con- Wednesday. brothers last seen alive in 
cerned about putting on at t imes.  The Western provinces March, 1969. 
• paper a policy on support o want to increase their 
, Terrace residents 'had a 'love affair with the The gigantic parking lot which looked so i k  members of the force caught control over mineral RCMP identified the 
resources so they will not brothers as Terry and hew K mart  store located in the Skeena Mall barren and out of place only last week was s t r  e breaking the law in their continue torun afoul of fed- Darryl Wayne Brown who 
Wednesday. How long the affair will last is still unable #0 meet the demands today, resultir~g'in VANCOUVER (CP) -- duties, eral legislation, were aged 10 and 16 
ppen to question, but thousands of shoppers many patrons parking further down the lot or on Pilots at CP Air willgo on Senior officers had asked Quebec and other respectively when last seen 
Streamed through the store on opening day. Lakelse street, strike Nov. 4 if the Higgitt in1970 for permission provinces have heen fighting by their parents before a 
How much of the crowd can be attributed to the Store officials admitted upon questioning, tl~at company does not make a to distribute a memo on the for years to assume greater weekend outing. 
better contract offer, a policy. But the documents control over corn- Their remains were found 
i~ass ive advert is ing campaign launched by K they had made preparat ions  for a large number  spokesman for the showed that Higgitt balked munications and culture-- sitting close together in the 
~ar t  and  how much was as a result  of s imply  of shoppers  but even they had not expected such Canadian Airline Pilots at putting it in writing and two areas the Parti Furnace Portal Mine, 
Curlousity remains to be seen. a tremendous turnout. Shelves were, by and Association said Wed- instead, it was to be corn- Quebecois believes are abandoned in the late 1940s. 
i The crowds were somewhat of an em. large, kept full throughout the day, but rush nesdaY.The companys' 545 municatedMounties takingVerbally in-t° essentialtheFrench.Canadianpeople.tO the survival of Threethe discoveryi°Cal een gerswhilemadeex. 
barassment of riches for store operators as orders ,have already been placed to replenish plloishavebeenwithouta vestigatton classes at Ot- At a news conference in ploring the shaft which runs 
queues extended almost the length of the store at stocks, however no one is expecting a repeat of contract for t l  months, tawa headquarters. Regina Wednesday, 450 metres into a hill about 
some check.outwlckets. Wednesday's opening day crowds. The association said 
Tuesday thay voted 83 per The memo prepared for Saskatchewan Premier seven kilometres from this 
• Many shoppers were spotted returning goods Most shoppers when interviewed admitted fhaf cent in favor of strike Higgitt's signature con- Allan Btakeney appeared Vancouver Island com- 
to shelves vowing to return fo fight another day. they had purchased more than they had iin- action to back contract taining tbe policy said that if optimistic that agreements munity. 
Although the store was well staffed and each tended, but seemed satisfied with the store:and demands, a force member broke the on resources, eommu- The identifications were 
employee wore a ribbon designating them- the service, "considering it was the first day". Don Brown told a news law on orders or with ap- nications, culture and traced through a social in- 
conference Wednesday proval from a superior of- language rights will be surance card found near one 
that the chief stumbling ficer, all fines and legal fees possible, of the body's and Chamber makes c o n c e s s i o n  block in the negotiations would bepa id i fhewere  Biakeney, not lnganap-cor roborated  by bone , is arbitrary reduction of caught and charged. If sent parent lack of popularity of studies. A Nanaimo Red and 
• pilot pension an- to jail, his salary would be the federal Liberals, said Gun Club badge for a club 
titlements, paid and be would be Trudeau is showing more event March 29, 1969 was 
:OTTAWA (CP) --  The deficits. Chretien has "In the light of this vital in the fiscal process and rehired, willingness to enact changes also found near the bodies. 
G~hamber of Commerce is promised a budget by mid. need, we recognize that we refrain from seeking major 
bmiuess.taxWllingthe next bud ett° for g0reductionSln favormaj°rofln November. mustplaya responsihlepart says.tsx reUef at thts time,', i t s h o u l d  , .  ,  i s  e ~ ' r a "  a p p r o v e s  p e a c e  p'ant 
measures to help the Ch eti stays treduced'pri°rityshonld~be 
eoonomy recover, the organ, r en  mum given to reductions in ~ per. 
lxation says. in a brief sonal taxes, the chamber Israel gave qualified ap- voted |or the treaty and the planned to meet with the "The cabinet approves the 
presented Wednesday to OTTAWA (CP)--Ftnance recent lye lec ted  New says. provalWednesday toa draft amendments he proposed Egyptian delegation, amendments proposed by 
Flitanee Minister Jean Minister Jean ChreUen was Democrat Bob Rae (Toronto "Real labor income per peace agreement with and twoministorsabstsined. Egypt has said it also the prime minister to the 
Chretlen. tight-lipped about his budget Broadview) to get a preview employed person has been Egypt, but instructed its wants to amend the t0-page draft peace treaty, has given 
'rite chamber says in a plans Wednesday, saying he of the government's mid- declining in Canada for the delegation to the peace Foreign Minister Moshe draft treaty and informed appropriate guidelines to the 
regular prebudget sub- wig consider, along with November budget, better part of two years and conference in Washington to Dayan and Dofence Minister sources estimated the delegation and has 
mission that while it is numerous other suggestions, this has undermined the seek important revisions in EzerWeizman will leave for negotiations may continue authorized its members to 
concerned with the hurden of a recommendation from the Earlier In the day, the strength in consumer the final text. Washington today, the for several more weeks, continue the negotiations." 
taxation on business, the Economic Council of Canada council had released its 15th markets." government said. The U.S. "The government of Israel 
t int priority must be to re- that he cut taxes by $2 annual review, warning the "We, however, "would Prime Minister state department saitl the approves in principle the He said the final text will 
store the health of the billion, government its recent counsel in favor of con- Menacbem Begin said after talks probably will resume draft peace treaty between he brought before 
eeonomy throughredaetions Chretien dismissed at- restraintinitlativeswillhave sidersble caution in this a three-day cabinet today or Friday and that Egypt and Israel," Begin Parliament for ratification 
in government ~nd lng  and tempts in the Commons by depressing regard." discussion that 15 deputies State Secretary Cyrus Vance said. before the treaty is signed. 
• I .~-  , J  
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ana .a stays : :NEWS IN BRIEF 
"th pl WI i t  S an  t~N?~DrNATm0eN~b(ers~o~ plan,Pr°mlse'southUnderAfricathe West.would 
• the United Nations have hold its own elections in 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Canada ahead with internal elections aBked for an urgent meeting Namibla in December as 
is sticking by a Western plan' in Namibia in December Of the Security Council on planned but would talk with 
for elections and in. with United Nations- what they called South a UN special representative 
dependence for the South supervised elections next Africa's defiance of the about holding further 
Mrlcan-admiuistered year. Talks would begin council's demand for UN elections, presumably under 
territory nf Namibla despite quickly on how to work this supervision of pro- UN supervision. 
rejection by a major black out between a UN independence lections in Ambassador Radha 
nationalist group there. ,representative and the South Namibla. Krishna Ramphul of 
External Affairs Minister African administrator in The group chairman for Mauritius, an African ca the 
Don Jamieson said to Namibla. ' October, Ambassador Ar- 15.memberSeeurityCouneil, 
reporters Wedaesday that he Of SWAPO's decision, to temon Simbananlye, con- said the Mrican group wants 
is not surprised the South- turn downthe compromise, veyedtberequestbyletterto the council to meet by 
West Africa People's Jamieson said that "clearly the Security Council Monday, condemn South 
Organizat ion (SWAPO) their objective is to go as president for the 'mouth, Mrica and impose conomic 
turned down the plan. quickly as possible to UN- French Ambassador sanetioas on it., 
"It isn't a complication we supervised elections--it was Jacques Leprette. Just before the group's 
didn't take into account in to be expected." The move came as five meeting, the South-West 
devising this particular ap- The  external affairs Westbrn members of the MricaPecple's Organization 
proach," he said of an minister, who helped council, including Canada, (SWAPO) rejected the 
election compromise worked negotiate the compromise in were promoting a cam- Western propoualsin a letter 
out by Canada nd four other South African capital of 
Western countries with l~etoria last weekend, said . * *******~ 
South Africa last weekend, he doesn't think "it has 
The compromise would changed in any way the view 
allow South Africa to Ro of the five foreign ministers GOLDEN, B.C. (CP) - -  inwhichshowasapassenger 
or the strategy we agreed The first winter road collided with another car on 
upon in Pretoria." coditions of the season were the same section of the Station "lt is a very fluid situation blamed by police Tuesda~' as Tram.Canada Highway in 
of this moment.', he said and factors in three hlshway Glacier National Park. 50 kilometres west of here. Five against added it was important for accidents in eastern B.C. 
the UN representative to that took seven lives, others were injured in the 
enter the territory quickly to RCMP said five members accident. Meanwhile, Joan Christina opponent'S clear the air. of an Alberta family died Parrish, 53, of North VI~- 
Thee-Ben Gurirab, Tuesday when their car skidded on ice, spun into a couver died when the pie p commercials SWAPO US representative, said in New York Tuesday ditch and caught fire on the truck in which she was a 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  his organization will seek Trans-Canada Highway near.  passenger went out of 
Commercials on a e~onomic sanctions against here..Their names were control in wet snow and 
Bellingham, Wash. South Africa for going being withheld, collided with another truck 
television channel should not against the original UN inde- On Monday, Margaret Monday 200 kilometres 
be aired in Canada because pendence plan. Madden, ?t, of Okotokos, northwest of here. Four 
Afta. was killed when the car others were injured. 
Boat On Ice Lehrer Canadian firms are taking A report is to be made this 
Cont'd. Patsy Newsmakers much of their advertising week to the UN on progress 
Cont'd. Gallanl Con,'d. revenues to the station, the in implementing the election ~*********  
Canadian Radio-television plan which called for a UN 
~ ~  ~ Telecommunications peacekeeping force of ?,500 and 
UFO C o n t ' d .  Commission (CRTC) has troops and a eiviUan group to. VICTORIA (CP) -- front if they are to gain more 
King of Cont'd. . Cont'd. been told. administer elections. Premier Bill Bennett said input. That means, he said, 
Kensinglon ~ Cont'd. Daryl Duke, president of South Africa rejected the Wednesday he is confident going to next week's first 
Thurs. Live i~  Rush ~ ~ ' ' ' ~ "  the independent CKVU-TV of UN plan, saying it called for Prime Minister Trudesu will ministers' conference with a 
Nigh, ;laUp;ers ~ Con,'d. Vancouver, urged the CRTC many more troops than an alter his stand on the con- positive, rather than 
Movie Cont'd. Tuesday to immediately earlier proposal by Canada stitution and allow the negative, attitude. 
'In The Con~'d. institute the random deletion and four other Western provinces to have more say Bennett said psrt-of.-thv -Cont'd. ~ ~ of commercials from KVOS- countr ies- -Br i ta in , ,  the  in proposing changes B.C. delegation is currently 
GIIIter The Two TV as a condition of all United States, France' and.~ Bennett said Trudeau has travelling across t he country 
Palace' Enough Bennies Vancouver-area cable It- West Germany. !['/::~,.assared him that British outlining B.C.'s propesab to 
Cont'd. . '  Com'd. Visions canoe renewals. It i~ '~rs tood  the~7]?~olumbla's proposals will be the other premiers, and he 
Contd. Coned. Conl'd. . Western~flveanticipatedthe~,~"given the same con- will be meeting with his 
The . ~ Cont,d~~ ' ' "  SWAPO'reaction and urged sideration as proposals from fellow premiers this Ltto ry  black African nations sup- the other provinees, weekend in Ottawa to 
Nallonal News Conl'd. • porting SWAPO not to be He said the provinces will discuss the strategy to he 
Night News Hour Cont'd. I e panicked. Black states have to show a more united used at the conference. 
Final Final i ~  called Wednesday for an 
Kojak Late of the UN 
:/~..cMIIlan and I winners  Security' Council on what *****4ok**  Cont'd. Show, La!e Me_vie . J urgent meeting 
Conl'd. Girly Wife- The.Night [ they said was South African 
Contd. C o m ' d ~  ~ WINNIPEG (CP) -- Five defiance of the UN plan. • " '~""  'CP' "Our members need 
.... ~ . .. . .  tickets worth Sl00,000 each in Sources ay South Africa w,..~v~,~ , , - - . . . , ,  ,,. . .  . ,, IOa,m, tqi§ p,m,!: the Western l~.xpress lottery felt it important e go ahead ' Co.tructinn unions here are work, Sc.]dbzhs.azd. A.lot 
wer~'t drawn We~inesday with its internal elections desperate for work with. oL .vamao le  tmenL nas 
'" . . . . . . . . . .  '= .... ~ . . . .  ~ ~' . . . .  night'.' ~' ' because of public corn- vacancy rates running ~as ~,.,q~(t~ ][¢.(t,i ~ictp~a b~ ff 
Canadian gareen's J Electric " The top tickets are 96875 in mitment. But the South high as 50 per cent in some development of this area is 
series 21; 33568 in series 12; Mricaas did not appear to be trades, the secretary of the delayed a year, more people 
Vancouver Island Building will go." 
Schools Yoga i Company 9365~ in series 09; 24574 in standing in 'the way of the Trades Council said 
Mister What's i Bread & Bflles • The townhouse complex, 
, 18 SWAPO, considered the '%e:hdnaY'Schibili said the proposed by Daon 
Dressup Cooking [ Spinning Stories series 14; and 86305 in series UN elections in Namibis. 
Sesame Mad J Truly Amer. _ . . . . . .  legitimate spokesman of council is annoulin~ to city Development Corp., won a 
' " " ll~no~e;a~eteT; has ~o " ' '  " " award t'lcgets WlUl me same er --~ - S,ree! Dash , Write On ; rU~be:r~ i n$ ~,~)ot~T~; rs:r~ :e s ~°~ i u~(cl] t Yerws:r~l:d~c Jnis.Jo; ~h oU;un~ ia~: rhJ!~ tnea~:~ee~ e  j~ls 
Con,'d. ." Definilion I Cover.Cover II l r o~e 
Com'd. Cont'd. J Environments . . . . . . . .  • . .  the South Mricaneonducted townhouse development in y city counc " " 
lx~ SUCh ~l,~O tickets, elections in December. the city's James Bay area. month. 
Bob Switzer Noon i Freestyle 
News News | Cont°d. ~ H E L P  W A N T E D  
Search for Movie | Art Starts 
Tomorrow . Matinee I America 
Bob 'Madigan: I Write On 
McLean Park J Arl Cart 
Show Avenue | Natural Science 
Cons'd. Beat' [ Roomnasflcs 
Edge of Another | Book, Look 
Nighl World | Music Place 
Where the Com'd. l Jackson Jr. H. " .8 
Sky Begins,. Cont 'd .  IMeasuremetric Northwest Community College reqmros a small busine s management 
Take Alan I(~,er instructor for a full time course in Kilwanp. - to begin Nov. 20th and last 
Thirty Hamel I Easy 
Celebrity Show ,Speakou, until March ,3rd...,. 
Cooks ,, Cont'd. J Cont'd. 
Flin =stones The .Price J Sesame 
Cont'd. Is Right i Street Preferred qual,fioatiens to ~nolude,' Practical Business Management 
Carol Cons'd. I Con I'd. • 
eurne,, Cont'd. ICont'd. experience, teaching experience and previous work with native peoples. 
I l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i l l n l l l l l l  
fhe incomparable, fhe original 
SLOW ELECTRIC STONEWARE COOKER 
With Easy Cleaning 
Removable Liner 
I 
Salary to be determined by placement on the collop scale. 
Application deadline is Monday, November 6th, 1978. 
Apply to Frank Cassidy 
Co-ordinator, Upper Skeena 
Northwest Community College 
Box 338 
Hazelton, B.C. 
If mail strike continues please call 842-5291 to apply. 
,, ,, , ..... "cooks all day while the cook's away." 
" .  i . ,  . , .  ¢ iM 
IlllllllllJlllllllllllllllllJllllllillllllllllllllilllillladl 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m.-5:3O p.m. 






Terrace merchants will wave, occurred at C.A.E. 
breath a sigh of relief today Morris and BoWs Weldln~. 
as localRCMP say they have The total amount of goods 
solved a series of break and and money taken and 
enters that have plagued the 
" dry and broken up the ring of 
• Juvenile burglars. 
As the result of the com- 
bined effort of members of 
the detachment, one adult 
and a number of juveniles 
will he appearing In court to 
face 30 counts of break and 
enter. Included in the 
:burg lar ies  are two safe- 
at tacks ,  which a police 
spokenman described as 
beyond the normal soorp of 
~uvenile crime. 
The two safe attacks, part 
of the two-menth long crime 
damage done amounts to 
about $8,000. All the 
burg la r ies  invo lved  
businesses. 
Police say the case was 
solved after an intensive 
investigation and with the 
assistance d the public. One. 
juvenile has already ap- 
wared in court to  .ace 
charges and been releasen; 
While police have solved 
thls string of break and 
enters, burglam are still 
active in the area. There 
was a break and eater 
I 
sometime recently at a 
cettago ut at Lskeiso Lake, 
in which a summer house at 
Beam Station Rd. was 
ransacked. A black vinyl 
couch was taken. 
Police also say a motorist 
left the Totem Gulf service, 
station after flillag up with 
gosnline and neglecting to 
Pay. They have the license 
number of the vehide though 
and cbargen will be laid. 
Columbia Auto House was 
struck by vandals recently 
and .. the Thernhlll 
Volkswagen dealer will he 
ofrepthlaein8 a sign as the result 
e attack. 
KIUmat RCMP repert a 
quiet 24 hours. 
Postal strike helps, 
• hur ts  some others  
Canada's postal slrike has 
caused the lcoal courier 
• service business to triple,. 
says Brian Clark, manager 
of Loomis Courier ~a-vice 
Ltd. of Terrace. 
"We have been turning 
down some requeais from 
callers because we have had 
no time to deal with all 
~ .  uexts for our service," he 
d. 
Clark says that he does not 
• , expect the extra workload to 
• be reduced this week 
because businesses are 
: uncertain the postal workers 
will continue on the Job. 
• The major bminms which 
Loumis is undertaking i s  
deliveries to Vancouver. He 
-~ could not eatiimate how 
many extra calls he received 
each day. 
"We are working overtime 
every working day and 
taking the extra b,,nsinces a
the calls come in, lm said. 
The strike has been a 
nalsame for customers at 
the banks who depend on the 
mail service for their 
statements of accounts, aid 
:i[ Gocdou Smith, manager at 
thg Batik of Montreal here." 
He said the history of the 
~snl~ strikea has forced 
to rely substantially 
on courier services on a 
continuing basis. 
The banks are able to 
carry on with moderate 
disruptiens to their services 
which use the poet office, he 
said. 
The postal strike has had a 
"terrible effect" on the 
K i t imat -Ter race  Credit  
Bureau's business, says 
Evelyn Lewis, manager. 
The strike has been 
holding up credit ap- 
plleationa. The bureau has 
used the bus service and 
courier service only when 





 le ate tonight 
.I 
77~epr~s~!  
l [ Canadian Park & Tiffofd 
::" 1 it~sti,erles, Ltd., Vancouver, Canada. I 
agondas have used CP Air 
twice each week when 
sending their mall to Vie-' 
terin, says Wayne Forreater, 
deputy government agent. 
Only B.C. government in. 
temal marl has been sent 
out, he said. 
t 
• . .  , . r 
WEATHER 
An onshore flow of moist 
Pacific air will maintain 
cloudy skies throughout the 
Terrace.Kitimat rea until 
at least he end of the week. 
Very little variation in 
temperature is expected, as 
The Herald, Thursday, Oclober 76, 1978, Page 3 
afternoon highs will reach 7 
to 8 degrees Celsius, while 
the mercury will dip to 2 to 3 
degrees Celsius overnight. 
Little change is expected 
for the weekend, but shower 
activity may increase by 
Saturday. There is an 
outside possibility of snow 
being mixed in with the rain. 
(If snow is coming soon, can 
winter be far behind?) 
///llsst 1111 '$ 
//llti is we, 
I .( )N(; I) IS'IAN( :E WEEKFNI)  R..~I'E "1'1 ) M( )S'I H .A( :ES I N B.( :. 
B.C. Ters weekend rate is really cheap. 
You eun dial direct (112) to most 91aces in 
B.C. between 5 p.m. Friday and 5 p.m. 
Sunday for just 35¢ or less per minute. 
(Minimum charge 23¢ a call.) ._ 
So call someone long distance .this 
weekend, j 
And talk it up while rates 
are down; 
Rate d~s  not.apply on calls 
from hotel, motel or coin 
telephones or to some 
Northern points not served 
by B.C. Tel. 
R.. ue.. TEL 
$ 
Questions you might ask... 
Q Do all pm'clmsem of this ,year's With the Regular Interest Bond, the Q Ate Payroll Savings Plan and Monthly 
Canadi Savings Bonds receive the increased rate of return will now provide Savings Plan buyers affected by this 
higher ate? " an annual interest payment of $92.50 for change? 
A Yes, all purchasers will receive the new rate even though the application forms 
and the bond certificates have the old rates 
~r~ nted on them. The new rate is effective m November I to maturity in 1985. 
Q I have akea..dy purchased my bonds. 
Do I benefit fl~m the new ratel 
A Yes, if you have purchased this year's 
issue, you will automatically be 
entitled to.the new interest rate. 
each$1,OOObond. A If you've nrolled before November 
15, your payment schedule will be 
aanged, based on the old rate of 8.90%. 
,u enroll after November 15, your 
nents will be based on the new 
of 9.25%. 
What ffl buy bonds for cash after 
November 15 ? 
A Accrued interest will be charged 
at the new rate from November I 
t '~ What is the effect of this change on to the end of the month of purchase. 
the two new bonds? Q Have any other changes been 
made to the 1978/79 Series? 
A with the increased rate of return on the 1978/79 Series a $100 Compound 
Interest Bond will now grow as follows: 
Nov. 1 ' Value Nov. 1 Value 
1979 $109.25 1983 $155.63 
1980 $11936 1984 $170.03 
1981 $130.40 1985 $185.76 
1982 $142.46 
A No, all other features and 
conditions of the new bonds 
remain the same. New Canada 
Savings Bonds are a safe, secure 
investment. They're instant cash anytime. 
And they now earn a higher eturn -
9.25% every year for 7 years. 
Buy New Canada Savings Bonds Now! 
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Do you have any 
dangerous drugs 
No one can argue with a campaign to prevent 
small children from accidental poisoning. I t  is 
the kind of thing everyone supports. 
Local drug stores are involved in a protect 
designed to do just that .  They are asking for not 
lust your moral support but some active par. 
ticipaflon. What they would like you to do is to 
take a look through your medicine cabinet and 
take out any drugs you are not using. 
The pharmacists stress that they do not want 
you to just throw the partial ly empty, outdated 
medicine out. They request that you bring the 
drugs down to one of the local drug stores so they 
may be safely and completely disposed of. 
In addition, the pharmacists are recom- 
mending that people keep'a small bottle of 
Ipecac at a cost of $1,49 on hand. This is a drug 
that will induce vomiting and is specially 
dpsigned to be taken by small children in an 
emergency. 
As part of a province.wide promotional 
campaign to encourage people to dispose of 
potentially harmfull substances, the drug stores 
are participating in a scheme in which those who 
bring in old medicine or buy Ipecac receive an 
entry form. This enters you in a draw with the 
first prize being a trip to Mazatland. Now we 
knsw you do not~need this incentive to do such an 
es~t la l  thiQgas'help protect small children for  
mt~6"f~'u~, ~*f it 3s k'lways nice to win 
something. 
So let us see if we can prevent any possible •
tragedies of this kind in this area. And it would 




WINNIPEG (CP) - -  The 
Great Lakes shipping strike 
is over, but the Canadian 
wheat board's problems 
have just begun as it at. 
tempts to make up for lost 
time in the grain export 
wogram. 
"The question now is 
whether the lag time can be 
made up," Dave Snderman, 
the board's information 
director, said Tuesday after 
Parliament ordered striking 
marine engineers hack to 
their jobs on the ships that 
haul grain from Lakehead 
terminals to transfer 
elevators on the St. 
Lawrence River. 
"If the weather behaves 
better than it did last year, 
then we have a chance. But it 
will be very, very herd to 
catch up." 
Suderman said hoard 
transportation department 
officials expected some of 
the 15 ships stalled for the 
last week at Thunder Bay, 
Ont., to be "under the spout" 
as early as Tuesday. 
"They hope to he hack in 
full operation by Wed- 
oesdsy." 
The strike caused a 
backlog of about 300,000 
tonnos (11 million bushels) of 
grain at the Lakehead. 
Based on current export 
wheat prices, it's worth 
about 150 million. 
It will take maximum 
effort to clear the backing. 
Much depends on how long 
shipping can continue before 
freeze-up which occurred 
last year about Dec. 20. The 
official close of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway is Dec. 15 
but if weather and other 
factors permit, that deadline 
is sometimes unofficially 
extended. 
Sales commitments still to 
he met total aleut four 
million tonnes, a formidable 
load under normal con- 
ditions. 
Suderman said when the 
system is working full tilt, up 
to 75,000 tonnes of grain a 
day can be shipped. Based on 
a five-day work week and 
about nine weeks left before 
free~-up, that means only 
1.48 million tenses could he 
handled. 
The problem is com- 
pounded by the fact the 
strike disrupted the normal 
shipping cycle which means 
those ships le(t idle dm'ing 
the strike will be limited in 
the number of times they can 
take leads to St. Lawrence 
elevators and return for 
more .  
Another board official said 
some of the sales committed 
for the strike period already 
have had to he deferred and 
the possibility of more 
deferrments cannot be 
discounted. 
There are a couple of 
possibilities left to the board 
in boosting shipping 
capacity. Arrangements 
could be made for lnsding on 
weekends and some grain 
could be moved by rail to 
East, although that is much 
c~tller. 
An additional problem is 
ensuring that sufficient 
supplies from the Prairies 
arrive at the Lakehead for 
expert. 
Suderman said that during 
the strike rail shipments into 
Thunder Bay didn't reseh 
the totals hoped for. About 
one million tonnes of all 
grains arrived, but only 
about 3OO,OOO tonnes were for 
export. 
During the strike, between 
900 and l,t00 rail cars were 
unloaded aily, about 200 to 
300 fewer than the beard had 
hoped. 
Suderman said the reason 
for the low shipments was 
primarily a feeling that 
there was less urgency when 
the strike began. 
L..//_O_P_KJY_O.Z 
• ..... 
any°ne  i , I 
out 
there  . , o . . . . ,o  million mibs and.all you can tell 
me is, 'Stick that meat on the fire; 8'11 taste better '7" 
By Greg Middleton 
I am somewhat bemused by all the 
current interest in unidentified flying ob- 
iects, extra.terrestrial life and the in. 
creasing desire to contact them. 
It was some years ago that I wrote an 
article about a fellow :in the Vancouver 
Island city of Duncan Who ran a magazine 
for UFO buffs. I recollect that he had seen 
some strange light~Jn the sky and he cer- 
tainly had numbei'~,of stories about people 
who had seth strange things. 
Man has always~atched the light~ in the 
sky at night and po~idered the existence of 
creatures l iving i~ other worlds. That 
doesn't strike me as strange at all. What I 
think is odd is that anyone would want to 
meet those beings. 
Now I'm not a recluse, although I do fancy 
my privacy, but a statement made by an 
astronomer always comes back to me. He 
stated that it would probably be unwise for 
us to try and contact any extra.terrestrial 
life forms. Histhesis was that if they were 
capable of coming close enough to receive 
.' . .% ': ~- . ,  
our transmissions or see any' signs of us, 
they would have to be more technologically 
advanced than we are. He cited a number of 
examples of what happens when a more 
technologically advanced civilization meets 
a less technologically advanced society. 
We might, he conclud~l, be better off 
sticking quietly to our corner of the universe 
and keeping quiet. 
As for all the sightings, he had to admi t  
that whenever there was one he was hard 
pressed fo avoid the temptation to launch a 
kite with candles on it in the dark of the 
night. It was all he could do, he said, to keep 
from dressing up in aluminum foil and 
runn ing  across in front of someone's 
headlights. 
In the rather extensive U.S. Air Force 
report I read on UFO's most of the sightings 
were explained by natural causes and 
misin'ferpretations of them. The rest were 
discounted as hoaxes. One, however could 
not be explained. The book concluded that 
this didn't mean it was an extra-terrestrial 
space craft. If simply said they couldn't 
explain the photo of the saucer.like ship as 
either a known phenomenon, a hoax or a 
fake. 
I I  ' I 
• ,, , .  • , , ,  ~ ,  , .  .,1 : :  ; ' . 
FISH'NOW:POPULAR 
TORONTO (CP) --  
Canadians are consuming 
more fish, according to 
recent statistics but the 
federal government would 
like them to eat even mere. 
As a result, the federal de- 
partment of fisheries and 
Environment Canada have 
designated November, as 
Canadian Fish and Seafood 
Month. 
'Besides being nutritious, 
fish meals may be cheaper 
than meat. Economists with 
the fisheries department 
suggest that consumers 
should take a harder look at 
frozen fish counters in their 
Eatinghabits changing 
local supermarkets, because can't improve it: 
the variety of both domestic Low temperature and good 
and imported fish preducts packaging are the guardians 
has increased. 
Assessing quality can 'be 
tricky in selecting frozen 
fish, the economists say. 
If the product has been 
kept in storage too long, or 
stored at too high a tom- 
perature, it loses quality. 
This is apparent by 
toughened flesh, bland flavor 
or off-flavors in certain 
varieties. 
The economists say that 
freezing can hold in the good 
'quality of a fishery product 
for an extended period 10ut it 
of frozen-fish quality. 
"Our best frozen-fish 
processors package their 
~products tightly with 
moisture and vapor-proof 
wrappings, leaving little or 
no air space between the 
product and the wrappings," 
a department • spokesman 
.said. "But despite their 
efforts, moisture can 
.escape . "  
, Moisture 8nd qcallty are 
lost when a product is 
thawed and then refrozen. 
The presence offrost or ice 
NEVER SA IF SENATE 
crystals inside a package or 
bag is evidence that thawing 
has occurred. 
Thawing can result from 
careless handling in the 
store or during transport. 
"Look for firm glossy 
appearance and fresh ,un- 
faded color," the spokesman 
said. "Avoid fillets which 
show white patches in- 
dicating freezer burn." 
Whvn shopping, pick up 
the fish product just before 
going to the cheek-out 
counter. Take it directly 
home and store it in your 
freezer until you are ready to 
prepare it. 
Alaskan land bill fails 
• WASHINGTON (CP) - -  It start rolling into the land line, however, when Gravel national monuments orother 
was deserthed by many as before the end of the year,, blocked a comwomiso that land categories now exempt 
the meat important piece of analysts ay. would have put about 96 from the freeze deadline. 
U.S. eonsarvation legislation Carter and Interior million acres of Alaska The question ow is what 
of the century, but when Secretary Cecil Andrm are under protective categories, will happen in the next 
Cougre~ ended its session, determined to see the next such as national parks, Congress. 
the Alaskan lands bill Congress pass legislation to wilderness areas and Observers ay the com- 
beeamemerelywastepaper, rotect a large portion of wildlife ranges, promise legislation blocked 
Largely because of the Alaska. Gravel then Mocked an by Gravel in the closing days 
efforts of one Alaskan In the meantime, they are effort to approve a one-year of the 95th Congress may be 
senator, Democrat Mike apparently going to f l~ the extension ofthe development introduced again next year. 
Gravel, the bill President muscles of executive freeze. That compromise, which 
Carter described as his first authority to protect mint or To keep the developers out also would have surrendered 
environmental  pr ior i ty  all of the lands in question, until Congress can act, some 75 million acres of 
never reached the Senate Congress imposed the Andi'us is working on federal and to the state, is 
flour, freeze on development ~ the methods which would in- supported by Alaska's other 
As a result, the fate of a Alaskan wilderness in 197L 'voice executive action to senator ,  Republican Ted 
chunkofAisskanisndtimtis believing that within seven lxotect he land. Stevens. 
about he size of the province years they would be able to Analysts ay the adminis. The bill also is viewed as 
of Newfoundland is left up in decide which parts of the traUon has a variety of acceptable by the ad- 
the air with a freeze on state would he set aside for options to accomplish this ministration and other key 
development due to expire national parks and wildlife: goal, including relying on legislators, including some 
Dec. 18. refuges and which should he litllo-uaed legislation such as who had supported the far 
In blocking the bill, opened to mining, tlmher the Antiquities Act of 1906 more stringent version 
however, Gravel has not and energydevelopment, und other lsws to declare the passed by the House of 
ensured that developers will It failed to meet hat dead- land in question to be Representatives. 
BECOMING COMMON 
Woman as the breadwinner 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Women 
who are the sole support of 
their families are becoming 
a growing proportion of the 
country's poor, the 
Economic Council of Canada 
says in its annual report 
released Wednesday. 
The council, a federal 
advisory agency, says in a 
discussion of unemployment 
and financial hardship that 
such women not only lack 
uther sources of income but 
in most cases earn sub- 
stantlally less than men. 
Among other findings in a 
section on social programs: 
--Unemployment aline is 
an unreliable indicator of 
financial hardship and 
inequity. 
--The benefits of seeisl 
programs such as nnem- 
ployment insurance, pen- 
sims, family allowances and 
medical care have gone 
almost as mucl~t~r.~ddla- 
and upper-income p rsons as 
to the peer. 
The report says lower in- 
comes earned by women 
usually mean their unem- 
ployment insurance benefits 
are lower than those paid to 
men. This is in spite of the 
fact jobless women face 
longer periods of unem- 
ployment than males. 
"In 1975, unattached males 
in the labor force received 
bout one-third more total 
income than did their female 
counterparts," it adds. 
"Among the male-headed 
lamlfles who experienced 
unemployment, the average 
family income in 1975 was 
nearly ~,-000 higher than the 
income of female-headed 
fami l ies  with no unem- 
ployment." 
The study used Statistics 
Canada low-income levels 
which in 1975 were ~1,481 a




LONDON (CP) -- Prime British objectives might be 
Minister James Calisghan achieved. 
isn't having an easy ride as So far, the study has Wo- 
he attempts to guide Britain ceeded more Slowly man 
into a unified European actual preparations for t~e':=:i 
monetary system. . system itself. ~!:~ 
Reluctance appe.am to.be Callaghan cl~rly .wou~  
shaping up among me richer like some commitment w olj~..~: 
partners within the his partners to help take t~"~ 
European Economic heat off at home, wheR. t l~ ~ 
Community_ (EEC) to opposition is led by Anmon~:; 
Callaghans conditions for Wedgwood-Beon, left-wing::: 
joining, secretary ofstate for energy." ~: 
At the same time, he's run- Bonn, who could develop :i 
ning into outright opposition into a serious competitor to 
within his own party from Cailaghan as priL~ 
factions that don't want minister, says the We~t : 
Britain to join at any price. Germans want the syste~ :
The monetary system is "in order to cripple thqir .~ 
designed to stabilize EEC competitors." ,~:::: 
currencies. It would involve The French want it, i~e:~ 
development of a new says, in order to keep up wi~; 
European currency unit the Germans. ~ .~ 
based on the weighted In a direct confrontation: 
averages of the nine EEC with Callaghan, Bonn __~ : said~"
currencies and ultimately a "It  would mean that ft.!:. 
common monetary fund to British government cconltl:. 
which each of the members only get permission (from it#.5.~ 
would contribute part of its partners) to devalue--if we' :: 
reserves. Leaders of the nine wanted to--if we made big". :
countries hope to work out cuts in public expenditure..~r 
final details when they meet "We ought o make it clear::: 
in Brussels on Dec. 4-5. in the queen s speech that w~e~ 
At this meeting each is ex- are not prepared to go into !t:~'.- 
pected to declare whether and we would veto it if it was:!: 
his country will participate not in the national interest;":.~i 
in the monetary system, In the meantime, there ia:~ 
scheduled to go into antten on disagreement even among.'.: 
Jan. 1. the experts. • =~:': 
First, however, the EEC The economic model's':! 
leaders will have to resolve group of companies, il~ii~ 
the demands by Britain, ternationaf:" forecasters: 
Italy and Ireland for ad- based in Lol~don, say ~:ii" 
ditional measures to timing for Britain to j 
strengthen their economies, could not be more opportune." 
These three less.affluent If closer monetary links in 
partners argue that ob- Europe are to he forged and 
serving more strict ex- if Britain were to joinin, this 
change rates would impose was the time. Nevertheless, 
tough constraints on them the group forecast that 
and that these must be offset Britain would not join: 
if existing disparities in besanse of the risks involved 
economic performance are and because if offered few ' 
not to widen within the nine. advantages. 
Britain appears to have In Bonn, however, West -~ 
given up on any sedeas hope Germany's five leading! 
of persuading the richer economic researchinstitutes 
partners to agree to a large published a report warning. 
new transfer of resources, that conditions for" 
Instead, it is concentrating establishing the monetary 
on trying to secure a reform system are less favorable 
of the EEC budget o ensure now than in 1972, when the 
more equitable distribution joint float was set up. 
of existing funds. There was no possibility of 
At their meeting in the EEC member states 
Bremen last July, EEC reducing the gaps betwemi 
government leaders were their inflation rates by izh@ 
reluctant, but they went 8hw' amount to make the. 
along with the Callaghan :proposed system work, they', 
• demand that studies hould said in their joint autumn. 
he held to determine how rel~rt. ~. :~':':; 
• . ,  ! ' .  
Carter's plan 
impresses .few , ,
President Carter's ant,- Professor George ':~ 
inflation program was Avelof of the London" 
dismissed on world School of Economics~ 
money markets Wed- commented: "I don't see .t 
nesdsy as too little, too why the dollar's o low-- " 
late, and the United it's a mystery to" 
States dollar plunged to economists. The United / 
new lows in heavy selling. States is now one of the: 
Foreign exchange cheapest countries in the:~ 
dealers aid Carter's plan world." . "' 
to limit wages and pflecs Despite their views, the.; 
voluntarily was woefully dollar sank to record lows, 
inadequate to block the ngaimt the German x
dollar's 18-month decline, mark, the Dutch guilder,:, 
"We had not expected Aust r ian  sch i l l i ng , '  
much," commented one Belgian franc, Danish:, 
Swiss dealer, "but wehad and Norwegian kroners.:i,- 
not expected so little." It fell more than two' 1 
Gold soared to record 
prices in typical reaction yen in Tokyo to close at a:: 
to the dollar's troubles, postwar low of 180.20 yen. 
Despite the drubbing Dealers said trading,: ~ 
the dollar took on foreign volume was near an all<;: 
exchanges,  Carter 's  time peak, reachingf!; 
action won some praise. $1.136 million and the-, 
West German govern- Central Bank of Japan: .... 
ment spokesman Klaus had to buy more than ~00~: 
Boelling said the anti- million to maintain thet~ 
inflation program was dollar at around 180 yen.',': 
additional evidence of European state banks-,. 
Carter's "strong deter- also were supporting theic. ~ 
American currency. .:: misation to achieve the "It 
aim of effectively fighting is doubtful that the~, 
inflation." program is feasible under:  
the current U.S. economic~,i 
He said the plan was situation," one Tokyo,i 
another ,contribution to dealer said of the Carter'. 
realizing the pledges plan. .;:': 
made at the Bonn eco- 
nomic summit" last July, Another Tokyo dealeri;~ 
attended by Carter and said there was nothing in:.~ 
the heads of other Carter's program ef-:.  
Western governments, fective nough to stabilize~;; 
As the U.S. dollar fell to the dollar, which has hoen:~ 
an all.time low fixing of weakened by inflation 
1.7820 marks in Frank- and large U.S. trade 
furt, down from 1.8085 deficits. 
marks late Tuesday, "Carter gave the ball te~'i 
Boelling denied the West someone else-he is 
German government always giving the ball to 
shared market skep- someone else," ono i 
tteism about the dollar's Amsterdam dealer said,'. "~ 
future, criticizing the voluntary e 
"We are keeping our element in Carter's bid te~ 
fingers crossed," hosaid, limit wage increases to~" 
"We have a wait-and-see seven per cent and price~; 
attitude." rises to 5.75 per cent. ~,?, 
z;¢;/. 
Letters welcom Si 
The Herald welcomes its readers comment~'i l  
All letters to the editor of general public intere~f ' 
wil l  be printed. We do, however, retain the rlg.~:t,, 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possi~T.~:! 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters f~;i  
style and length. All letters to be considered f~,'. 
publication must be signed. We ask that letters.: 
be typed and double spaced. " ::'~:' 
i: 
This fel low seems to have the answer to both the high price of qa,,olin,: 
and carry ing homethe groceries. As he was stopped in Iron! ol a ,,tore ~n 
Terrace recently he explained to photgrapher Eric Brorup that it vva,.n'l 
an antique bike and side car but a new model that was quite l~opular n 
Europe. 
'~ , • :"tASK. TO SAYS 
"We can handle oil 
LLOYDMINSTER, Sask. 
(CP) -- Mayor Russ 
Roherison says this city of 
12,000, which straddles the 
Alher ta-Saskatehe~wan . 
border 230 kilometres east of. 
Edmonton, can cope with 
hehvy uil. 
'"We feel we can handle 
it," Robortson said after 
Husky Oil Ltd. announced 
Tuesday that it will spend 
$450 million on heavy-oil 
development in the area. 
He said the Husky 
program, which will double 
the company's production of 
heavy oil to 40,000 from 
20,000 barrels a day during 
the next •five years, should 
have considerable impact 
bat Uoydmiuster has been 
planning for eventual large- 
scale development since 
1959. 
~rhe city has a 20.year plan 
w.lfich has been updated 
every five years. 
Bohertaon said the plan, 
lalst updated two years ago, 
"doesn't solve all the 
problems bt~t it sure helps." 
,The city's population has 
grown by't0 per cent in the 
last year. 
Robertson said Husky's 
announcement that it will 
d~ill 2,-000 new wells in a 160- 
by .105 .k i lometre  area  
around the city will put 
pi~essure on the service in- 
~stries, located mainly in 
Lloydmiuster. 
~"They'll have to hire more 
people." 
~.Husky has about 150 
~Vorkers in the area and its 
r~w fiveyear program will 
c~'sate another 200 jobs. 
!Robertson said 2,000 
i~ople will he needed in the 
strvieing and drilling in- 
dostries within five years. 
!Husky's move to expand 
it, s operations in Lloya- 
n~inster will probably 




~OTTAWA (CP) -- Former 
l~l'ime minister John 
iefanbaker urged the 
government on Wednesday 
to review the lenient sen- 
teqcing of Keith Rleherds of 
th~ Rolling Stones on a drug 
clfittge in Toronto, calling, it 
*'preposterous an~ oveny- 
lenient." 
chards was given a sus- 
ixled sentence and told to 
~i-~ize a benefit concert 
fo~:' the Canadian National 
Institute for the Blind after 
pleading uilty to possessing 
heroin daring a Canadian 
appearance last year. 
step up operations in the 
area. 
The additional people will 
create a problem, he said, 
but "our only great concern 
is our water supply." 
"We're not short, but we 
can see the consumption 
rising in the near future." 
The city is building a 
pipeline to the North 
,!~d~:'i ii ,
/;!h' , .i 
id/,!!lli~IliUl,ti;iI;~[!*.i,i' . ' . .  
~'iiiiii.i~:i .... ~!i li:. I' 
? 
Saskatchewan River, a two- 
to-three-year p oject hat is 
half completed. 
Robertson said there 
should little trouble in 
supplying enough water for 
the city which now gets its 
supply from a well system• 
"We've been planning for 
it and we hope we have our 
house in order." 
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Highhanded 
authoritarianism of the 
worst kind. 
That was the reaction 
Wednesday by publishers 
Bill BaShaw and J. P. 
O'Catiaghnn to an incident 
Tuesday in which two 
newspaper photographers 
who had taken pictures at a 
jail hostage-taking had their 
film confiscated. 
The Edmonton Sun will 
ask for a public apology from 
So l i c i to r -Genera l  Roy 
Farran, said Bagshaw, who 
called the incident "in- 
tolerable" and "typical of 
Farran's attitude." 
O'Callagban asked for an 
emergency meeting of the 
Alberta Press Council, 
saying, "We have no in- 
Grabbing film called outrageous " 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  to these who have every A CBC film crew accom- About half an hour after exactly their way, they 
right to report what is hap- panied by a woman reporter the hostage was released, . would have become 
pening within our in- was allowed to leave the jail Shaw and Walker were or- physical," Shaw said. 
stitutions." 
Edmonton Journal 
lawyers asked for a meeting 
with the attorney-general's 
department to see whether 
charges should be laid in 
connectlom with the incident. 
Rou Coll~ter, Sun editor, 
Issued a statement asking 
for pablie assurance in the 
legislature that such in- 
cidents will not happen 
again. 
Film was taken from 
Journal photographer Colin 
Shaw, 37, and from Sun 
l~ogmphor  Tom Walker 
following a hostage incident 
that began Tuesday morning 
at the Fort Saskatchewan 
after efusing to turn over its 
film. Portions of the CBC 
film were used on a late- 
night news show. 
The captors in the incident 
released their hostage, a 
guard, and surrendered 
about four hours later. 
A news blackout had been 
imposed uring the incident. 
Afterward, Shaw took pic- 
tures of guards through a 
glass partition. Some were 
carrying billy clubs, others 
had helmets. 
dered to give up film taken of 
guards inside the prison. 
Shaw said James 
Fergnson, assistant deputy 
director of the 'jail, ordered 
the photographers to hand 
over their film. The film was 
exposed--it was unclear 
Wednesday a f te rnoon 
whether the photographers 
destroyed the film them- 
selves rather than hand it 
over or gave it to prison 
officials who exposed it. 
"I felt if things hadn't gone 
Solicitor-General Farran 
said Shaw had been locked 
up for 15 minutes because he 
had forced his way into the 
jail during a news blackout. 
Shaw said no one 
challenged him when he was 
taking his pictures and noono_ 
told him he was not supposed 
to be in the area. 
"This is the sort of boorish 
bullying one has come to 
expect from some countries 
but not from democratic 
Canada," O'Calisghan said. 
trying to turn a small room, 
a soft black hall and stubby- 
handled racquets into 
profits. 
They are promoting 
racquetball, a 20-year-old 
sport some say is the fastest 
game in Canada. They say 
racquetball 'is beginning to 
rival the more venerable 
games of tennis and squash 
in popularity.: 
To those in the business of 
sports equipment and 
facilities, it is providing a 
new and, at times, lucrative 
market. But there is some 
worry that those who expect 
to make big money from the 
boom might be disappointed. 
The sport is just making its 
presence felt here. Until a 
few years ago, the only 
• places you could play 
racquetball were in the 
handballs courts of the 
YMCA and some community 
centres. 
Since then, a number of in- 
tention of standing by and 
allowing the goon mentality Correctional Institute, just 
to surface as an obstruction northeast of the city. 
Big  pro f i t  seen  . . .  
in  smal l  ba l l s  MAJESTIO JEWELLERS :: 
VANCOUVER (CP) One operator describes 
Sportsminded promoters are racquetball as the game of 8p.ms-12p.m. Oct. 26/"/8 
the 1970s. 
"It is the bosh-around, 
freeflowing way the game 
moves," said John Cham- 
bers, co-owner of of the 
Supreme Court Racquetball 
Club in downtown Van- 
couver .  
It is also easy to play, pro- 
vides an inte~ive workout 
and is less expensive then 
many tennis clubs. Because 
of this, promoters see 
racquetball having a much 
broader appeal than the 
more difficult games of 
squash and tennis. 
' "But those same qualities 
make it the target of many 
tennis and squash players' 
distain. They say racquet- 
ball is a simple game in- 
volving little skill and no 
style. It is essentially the 
same as handball, only it's 
played with racquets. 
More than 5.5 million 
rester groups have moved M~I= nlnv th~ onmo in the 
• . l l ,~v lp ,=w pm d, N .v  O~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
!nto the market. At. least s~. United States, compared 
mvestor-ownou ClUDS-mest . . . . . .  ;- .~v,,~ ~ 
. Wire  - I ; ) ,~  I l l  U) IV .  v .m 
offering both racquetball fi,nnoiftl tournnl says 
and squash-have sprouted in . eqm'pment sa les -are  --e~x~ 
the Vancouver area In . . . . . . . .  - , : - -  -'~^-- ~" . . . .  "1""11 "has" peemu Lo.reacnelw.,,muv- 
UI ,  I I~[D~ /a~ u~; tuu  • ' , • ~ ' b i i  thmyear. taken over 'the hand a 
courts. ~ ~  
There are currently about 
90 racquetball courts in the 
vrovince. 
IN STORE VALUES 
, .,,o 50%o.  
CITY CENTEn; KITIMA  
Oct. 26/78 
8p.m.-12 
. . . c ;  
@KTK Co.q2 e
on Location 
. . , , . , . , , , ,  
U 
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She l l f i sh  said" , , ,  -'* in" some":"areas+ i i, !+.::i,+:  / :.+: 
, VANCOUVER (CP)The the harvesting of shellfmh Juan de Fuca Strait, a 
federal flsheriss department impm~ anrBer this month deportment spokesman said 
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The deWUmt L=pened 
the ben after the ml  tide, 
composed of pulmnonm 
. .p~n,  wao dmmd.  
Jackson said samples 
taken since the hen Indicate 
that must of Georgia Slrait is 
maanflally frm of gm d,-U 
The m m:  
- -A section in the mr- 
thwest ~ of the ~ 
Strait and J ~  Strait, 
with a sonthem homdary 
from Willow Point to 
~n~o Pabst to Chur- 
choose and a northern 
boondary ~rom Tm POint 
and Brnesaau P i t .  
--An arm ill Jshnotono 
Strait with ne~them bonn- 
darisa betwe~ Beyim Point 
ond Dillon Pdat ud  the 
southern boundary from 
Domville Point 14 the shore 
of Vancouver Imkmd. 
--The shores of the 
Greater Vancouver area 
from Point Atkieson to the 
United States border which 
are~d~i~ sew~ 
cont~n~na~m ud red tide. 
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PRIVA O INVI SIlGA IOR 
Life on the road is 
"sometimes hard, but for 
Romane, a hypnotist who 
will appear in one show at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre in 
Terrace, Oct. 28, results are 
worth the effort. 
Romane, the stage name 
of Ihe Winnipeg-based 
hypnotist started +out in ,his 
studies of the human mind 
when he was nine, when he 
tried to hypnotize his two- 
year-old brother. The at- 
tempt was unsuccessful, but 
it started in him a love of the 
subject that continues until 
ioday. 
The hypnotist began 
performing at various 
parties and shows during his 
early teens. He went to 
university where he received 
a B.A. degree in psychology. 
Now, at 28 years .f  age, 
Rt,mnne has crass-crossed 
every province in Canada 
and ires appeared 
Ihrough~)ut the United 
Stales, including the 
Hawaiian Islands. Tours will 
be made shortly in Europe 
and in ,he Far East. 
He has appeared on 
countless radio and 
television shows and was 
nominated in the 
Romane casts his spell over audiences 
R OMANE MESMERIZING 
Hypnotist here Saturday + I 
"Astonishing Acts" category Concerts expose hypnosis Romane will abo 
by Performance Magazine 
alongside Kreskin and Uri 
Geller. 
In Boston, "his per- 
formance was acclaimed as 
"truly great". In Winnipeg, 
ihe Tribune raved that 
"R.mane handled his show 
al the Concert Hall with 
si~)wmanship aplomb. The 
power he possesses i quite 
terrifying." 
This, show has total 
audience participation 
through the use of cordless 
microphones and provides a 
family presentation that is 
educational and amusing 
entertainment enjoyed by 
people of all ages. 
COI./R T TOL~) 
and create an awareness of 
new levels of consciousness 
of the human mind, in- 
eluding extra-sensory 
perception (ESP). Romane 
attempts to leave his 
audiences with a positive 
feeling at the conclusion of 
his shows" to try to give the 
people something to take 
Imme with them and not 
merely to present an act. 
The two-hour concerts of 
mass hypnotism and ESP 
are all different since each is 
inspired by the individual 
audience. His velvet voice 
can convince volunteers to 
perform . unusual and 
humorous actions. 
demonstrate his amazing 
powers of ESP and will last 
the potential ESP abilities of 
volunteers from the 
audimce. 
m Calgary, the Albermn 
newspaper called him a 
"psychic shows~6pper,': IHe 
will even show everyone ltow 
to hypnotize themselves for 
greater control over their 
own mind and destiny.' 
Romane says thai meet 
people .do not utilize their 
minds to full capacity, and 
like an iceberg, seven- 
eighths remain below the 
surface, while only one- 
eighth is used. 
Ma iBel l  knows  best  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Bell 
Connda told the Supreme 
Court of Canada Wednesday 
the company alone decides 
what equipment can be 
connected to its telephone 
system. 
Bell vice-president Ernie 
Snunders aid an act passed 
in Parliament in 1968 states 
that any equllxnent attached 
to. the Bell system must 
conform to requirements 
spelled out bY Bell. 
Saunders aid there is no 
law which bays that Bell 
must issuenneh 
requirements and that it has 
PHONE (604) 635.3863 
oe (6o4) e35.386t 
tsvn..-.--- skeena  
I In II*i I e iii i i Custom Furn i ture.  Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl _ _~ 
I VISITORS I Iknmmmmd~ Repair. Van C~versl~ Accessories. R.V. Supp4les ;
Headliners. T~eao Covers- Auto Carpet. V.W. S4mte 
;LI q q|','| ~l ql 
the authority not to do so 
without saying why it 
refuses. 
The nine-man court 
reserved its decision on a 
Bell appeal asking the court 
to uphold its monopoly m 
equipment used on its 
system. 
The chailenKe to the Bell 
monopoly came from 
Haling Communieatl~ 
Ltd. of Toronto whose 
products include a device 
that can divert telephone 
calls from one premise to  
another, nell has not 
published requirements for 
the device. 
If Harding is successful 
before the Supreme Court, 
industry officials say other 
eommunicatioas eqnilanent 
companies could also get 
~eir products attached to 
the Bell system. 
Harding says it convinced 
the Bank of Montreal to use 
the dlverter but that Bell 
thr~tened to cut e(f the 
bank's telephone service if it 
tried to use the system. 
When the bank decicled not 
to use the diverter, ilarceng 
won a court order from the 
Superior Court of quebe~ 
ordering Bell to stop in- 
terfering with Harding,s 
business. The order Wal 
upheld by the Quebec Court 
qf Au~I .  
i)ail us at 6364367 9 to § 




 +::Banks want protection 
i":. OTTAWA (CP) -- The shows bankers fear that --They chastise the  tOyears, Thebanhesaythoir 
:? chartered banks ' are changes proposed by government for watering shareholders and foreign 
i~! l~elm'ing a last-dRch drive Finance Minister Jean down an earlier preposal in customers fail to understand 
this time limit. :i;/, to penmade the government ChreUen will result in an its white.paper on banking, The bankers ask that their 
~... riley deserve more protec. 'unprecedented degree of calling for all banking in- 
i.i~i tion tmder the law from their regulation and greatly stitutions to hold reserves at data flles not he permitted to 
!:/'i competitors the /rust com- restrict their ability to do the Bank of Canada. be used for "fishing ex- 
• i :: PU! ca,mortgage loan com- business. . The white paper, released peditiom" by those in search 
:'.~ p~nlee, credit tmious and The bankers also warn in August, 1976,created such of information about bank 
::~ hi'sign banks, that the fedei'al government a stir with its proposal that customers, They demand a 
.~. The Canadian Bankers' stands to lose much of its noarhenks be compelled to provisions in the legislation 
~.~: Assoc ia t ion ,  which control over banking if it jointhe CaondisaPayments denying access to bank files 
~ ~ the country's 12 Association, a federally- except under a court order. 
honks, Tuesday 
~:.:i rekucd a brief criticizing 
:?.~ ~vernment plans to revise 
i::::the Bank* Act wldch it will 
• ~,present to the Senate 
=! committee on banking next 
.~:.+ week. 
~.I .. The feddral proposals, 
!i~:.Sll~de imblic last May, call 
:.~:] f0~ Cha~co in the ll-year- 
~t/okl legislation which now 
:!~,i~,erns the way banks and 
i :: 8o-called near  banks 
!:,:~i: q)erats; 
~ The new legislation will 
ij!:'i carry a high priority during 
t/:!..this session of Parliament. 
' ~-:+. Its in|zed-ction last Slrlng 
~:,.'was already I0 months 
f :i,lxfld~! schedule. 
: ' :  The honkers w i l l  toll the 
~.: conduit,on they consider it 
~/:mfair the now legislation 
~la'op~m_ one set of 
i:. regulations for them and a 
;:: d i f fe rent - -and  more 
?-~ lmlont-- regime for their 
!: eem~ltaz,  
::, ~ne association says Um 
",;; govermment appears to think 
~'.-': the banking industry is 
~+:. mouepollaed by the char- 
.!: toted banks. Statistics 
• -'-i: eom~d by the industry 
:: ~ow that 43 per cent of the 
::., deposit-inking outlets in the 
/7/yo~__try are non.hanks. 
:.':;+! +"We bre seeing the emer- 
,::: Is  ace of a dual backi~. 
i;~ spasm In Canada .... We ses 
" no economic justification for 
the distinction between 
Chm~tored bsaks and other 
.types of .banking in- 
stitlitiOm. ''
. .: The brief says the auooi- 
salon's half.year 
~uninatien of the Bank Act 
proceeds with legislation to 
promote the proliferation of 
near.banks, which fall under 
provincial Jurisdiction. 
One of the most con- 
troversial provisioas of the 
new legislation is a new 
clause prohibiting bank 
offieem from serving as 
directors of other Canadian 
corporatinus, except bank 
affiliates or phtianthorple 
bodies. 
The hankers say thin 
proposal is restrictive and 
suggest instead that bank 
officials be allowed to accept 
board memberships with the 
consent of their own board of 
directors. 
The bankers applaud, in 
principle, the government's 
objective of enhancing 
competitionamong henking 
imtitutions to provide hotter 
service to consumers. 
In practice, however, they 
object to a number of the 
federal proposals designed 
to bring this about: 
' --While applauding 
provisions to bring foreign 
bank subsidiaries under  
Canadian banking law, they 
say the act does not go far 
enoogh in centrell~ their 
growth. The hankers propose 
that a ceiling on allowable 
assets-such as $~00 
millim--ho set for branch 
operati0m. 
--The bankers welcome 
previsions in the act 
enabling more imtitutims to 
transform themselves into 
chartered banks, but ask 
that some public review of 
their applications be im- 
posed. 
administered body to hold 
reserves and clear cheques, 
that the government backed 
dawn and made membership 
veluntary for all but char- 
tered bsaks. 
The bankers also say the 
new legislation is us- 
necessarily complex .and 
conta ins  excess ive  
restrictions on their ac- 
tivtiiee. 
Among these restrictions: 
--Data processing by 
hanks is limited to banking- 
related services such as 
payroll preparation and 
cheque processing. The 
bankers ay this will deprive 
their customers of services 
the), already provide. 
--Banks may not acquire 
more then 10 per cent of the 
voting shares of any 
Canadian corporation unless 
authorized by a number of. 
specific exceptions in the 
Bank Act. The association 
says the government should 
scrap its proposals and allow 
hanks to own up to I00 per 
cent of nny company set up 
.in Canada to perform bank- 
ing-related services. The 
bankers are willing to 
restrict their ownership in 
other Canadian corporati~s 
to lO per cent. 
--Under terms of the Bank 
Act, the authority of the 
chartered banks to conduct 
business exaires at the end of 
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IMPACTOF TECHNOLOGY 
Scientists expressing concerns 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Tuesday at a science 
Scientists, concerned conference that media 
about the increasing handling of scientific 
impact of modern achievement is even 
technology, say ~ience worse. 
education at all leveis is Dunton, head of 
"pretty damn poor." Carleton's Institute for 
Davidson . Dunton, Canadian Studies, was 
former Carleten speaking to scientists and 
University president, said education represen- 
tatives at a conference 
sponsored by the Science 
Council of Canada. 
"lamking at the state of 
teaching ... we thought !t 
was pretty damn poor,' 
said Dunton. "But there is 
markedly little attention 
to the question of science 
- I 
and technology (in the 
media) and this is most of 
what sets the atmosphere 
of younger values," 
Dr. David Suzuki, a 
scientist and broadcaster, 
said it is unfair to slam 
the media for not 
delivering information. 
THI  It-j EBENB. 
I.()N(; I)IXI:%N(:E WI':EKI':NI) R.~I'I': "1"() ,M( )NI" I'I.At:ES IN li.C. 
+,II l l~ l  J I '%111%| 'M 
B:C. Ters ~veekend rate is really cheap. ~ I And talk it up whfl.e rates:a~ down. 
You can dial direct (112) to most places in B.C. V R.a.te does not apply on calls worn 
between 5 p.m. Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday for just hotel, motel or coin telephones or to 
35¢ or less per minute. (Minimum charge 23¢ a call.) some Northern points no~c served ' 
So give your sweathem't ~ring:this weekend, by B.C. Tel. 
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.:,Natural food is ok 
:but oh for ice cream 
/ 
DEER RIVER, Minn. ~ to gather and pre~we 
(AP) --  A retired biology his diet, only about ~0 less 
i ~ tuelm" who spent months than domestic foods would 
; ~ the bushes for food have cost,., . . . .  
~ :~."  ~' ~e~e~(  ~ i ra - .  ,'The reality is you.have to 
' " ~ ' ~  '1~tf i ' , '  b~['*"be 'work your butt off. It takes a 
~imisaed the real world of lotofwillpowertogetupand 
• meat and potatoes and ice gooutflveorsixdaysawsek 
cs~am, to gather.and hunL I would 
In a "sabbatical from con- 
; ventlonal foods," Gilbert 
~..quMt sot ~ut in March, 1977, 
, '  p ther ing ,  .processing, 
: . : i1~ sao consummg 
::,~]~ the best edibles the 
(~Wto  ~er.Natimsi Forest 
' And though he planned a 
halamed iet for a year sad 
.peat sheet 4o hours a week 
Jot' e~ht monu~ gathering 
trom tbe wild,, be liierally ate 
l/mmif out of his experiment 
:,:in four months. 
! "My sweet tooth was my 
dswdall," he says. "I ran 
: rout d Maple syrup." He had 
:p thered  So quarts In 
:;bUCketS ~ in a Maple 
~Q~ai  estimates he spent 
  ;Prediction 
province 
~j 
? is strong 
" VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
' BrltilJh Columbia economy 
!~'will amtinue to perform in a 
Jsirong manner throughout 
"-'-the .,~xt lz months, Bank of 
:'.B,C. lx~_ldent Trevor Piiley 
::predicted Tuesday. 
~" "There are not too.n~.ny 
~dgus that t/d~s are stowing 
~d~.  either here or in Al- 
.horn,"  Pilley said. in an_ 
~x*intervlew. " I t  loon n~e 
~ther  good ynnr fro' both 
• ' " provinces." 
+ He said the future looks 
~ibrigbt for the principal 
"~uDort products such as 
.~:min'erals and forestry 
"~products, as well as for 
• ,.tourism, all big United 
~.~Smtmdo~r ea ners. 
.i'~ Pliley said propmed 
ehan~es to the federal Bank 
.,:,1ACt, which would invent 
~lank dficere from serving 
~s ,  directors of other 
~anad lan  corporations, 
~Jwould not hinder the m, he.. to -y 
f q..tion 
si.  on 
~e~, ,boards  can boa  
. ~  pro~'eas and we 
~jhould be  able to mingle 
~.:lm~ ' -~  and more," Pliley said. 
nn~0othor 
; ' I  
~lhould sit 
~wlth bel~ on i l~e  or [our 
m sakS ~ bank's f l~]  
~Nr  ends Tuesday, and 
~,~luets are $13 billion, up 
~!~m SLIT btili .o~ last year. 
~:~. 
walk five to 10 miles a day 
sad spend three or four 
hours laboring in the kitchen 
preparing a meal. Wh~ it 
becomes a necessity, it s no 
lo~er a kick to hunt and 
fish. 
'Td get angry at myself 
for missing a shot or making 
a wrong approach when I 
.was hunting, because I felt 
my existence depended on 
it." And when hunting was 
poor, he got the ur~ to in- 
yoke ChippeWa Indian 
charms to change his luck. 
quasi, a retired chemist 
and teacher, says he has 
enjoyed wild foods for years 
and often passes along tips 
for outdoor gourmets on a 
weekly public radio show. He 
had to. prove to himself he 
heew what he was telki~ 
about. "I  wanted to know ff I 
could eat well on only wild 
foods-not just survive." 
Food-gathering begat 
when the Maples begav 
running. A short time later, 
be brushed snow from 
wintergreen and plucke( 
watercress from beneatl 
spring ice. 
He canned, blanched, 
froze, stewed, ground sa~ 
shelled. He made jams 
sauces, syrups, juices ancl 
soups. He quenched his thiret 
with summac ade and sippe~ 
choke.cherry wine, chicory. 
flavored coffee substitut 
sad pine~herry cordial. H~ 
brown-bagged lunches o 
rabbit on hardtack ant 
munched weeds--lamb'1 
quarter and red reo~ 
amaranth. 
Wild rice was a malnsts] 
of many meek. He al~ 
polished off a deer, 3~ 
grouse, two squlrreb, I, 
ducks, 16 rabbits, a coot, 2~, 
pereupines,' a beaver and 
walleyes, perch end nor 
therm. 
For Christmas dinner b 
cooked roast mallard, wtk 
rice, cranberry esuc~ 
plums, cattail stame~ 
fruRcake and tea blesd~ 
from sweet pie, 5saswo~ 
blossoms and wild mint. 
• Medical checkups befov 
and after the expertmen 
showed qunni's choiesterc 
and w'to acid levels d~pe 
50 per cent, his blood ira 
count doubled, his blon 
pressure dropped sad h 
scored better on a sires 
cardiogram. 
Now back to a large! 
normal diet, qnal 
recommends wild food an 
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! ACCORDING TO HELTON, FORZANI 
i 
it 
N ice  to be on a w inner  
CALGARY (CP) -- 
Veterans John HeRon and 
Tom Forzani of Calgary 
Stampeders of the Canadian 
Football League are looking 
forward to the Western 
Conference playoffs, the first 
time the Stampeders have 
been in the playoffs since 
1971. 
For HeRon, a member of 
the 1971 Grey Cup winning 
team, it has been a seven- 
year drought. For Forzani, 
it's been a sixyear wait. 
Calgary, which clinched 
third spot in the WFC when it 
trounced Hamilton Tiger- 
Cats 35-1 last week, must 
face second-place Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers in a home- 
and-borne s ries this Sunday 
and Nov. 5. The series will 
determine who plays host for 
the Western semi-final on 
Nov. 12. 
But the long wait cannot be 
washed out of memory with 
one fell playoff swoop. 
"I was sick and tired of 
players from other teams 
telling me we'd have a better 
team next year," Forzani 
said in a recent interview. 
"It was always next year 
and I was running out of next 
year excuses." 
HeRon said the league 
playoff structure was 
another embarrassment he 
had to live with through the 
lean years. 
Skate Canada underway 
VANCOUVER (CP) --The their competition isalmost a Brian Peckar, 18, of Calgary, 
sixth edition of Skate Canada copy of ours." the current national men's 
touches blades to ice at 
Pacific Coliseum today, with 
organizers hoping it will 
continue its standing as one 
of the best international 
skating competitions. 
Since its inception in 1973, 
the competition has attactod 
some of the world's amateur 
stars. But a new event in 
England held last week has 
the potential to halve this 
year's kating talent here. 
Charles Dover, president 
of the Canadian Figure 
Skating Association (CFSA), 
said his association did not 
learn of the competition in 
England until late last 
spring. 
"It was a bit of a surprise 
to us," Dover said. "It seems 
But Dover is confident the 
Skate Canada field 
assembled for the Coliseum 
is first-rate. 
He said he believes the 
new event in England won't 
~ se any great threat, ad- ng that each of the 13 
countries represented at 
Skate Canada this year has 
sent at least one of its 
national champions. 
Skate Canada is an in- 
vitational event for selected 
countries and hosts top com- 
petitors from around the 
world to compete against 
Canada's top three skaters in 
each event. 
Canadian skaters uch as 
singles champion, will get a 
chance to match talents 
against world-ranking 
skaters like Charles Tickner 
of the United States, the 
reigning world champion. 
"Certainly Charles is the 
one to beat," Pockar said in 
a recent interview. "It's 
great to have somebody of 
his calibre in this com- 
petition." 
The women's ingles field 
boasts no world champion 
since Linda Fratianne of the 
U.S.-- reigning world 
champion who came first in 
Skate Canada last year-- 
participated in the meet in 
England and will not be able 
to attend. 
"Six of nine teams make 
the playoffs," Helton said. 
"That's an extremely high 
ratio. So if you don't make 
it--and you stumble around 
for six years not making it-- 
then it's got to be looked on 
as really critical." 
Forzani sam that period 
could best be described as 
years of turmoil. 
"I had five different head 
coaches and 15 starting 
quarterbacks in my seasons 
here," he said. 
"And I'll tell you, some of 
these conches were pretty 
bad news. We wound up 
playing a lot of games that 
were a waste of time. 
HeRon agreed and remem- 
berod a game against British 
Columbia Lions a few years 
ago. 
"I don't even know the 
name of the guy I was 
playing next to," he said. 
"He (Bob Martin) came 
into town on Friday and 
played Saturday. He had no 
idea about how our system 
worked." 
The wholesale changes 
never gave the players a 
chance to develop some 
stability, HeRon said. 
"There were a lot of guys 
who came in that could have 
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1hat's what makes it Special Old. 
done the job-given a little 
patience--but never got 
m.uch of a chance." 
Forzani agreed. "Hell, a 
lot of good players that 
passed through here wound 
upwith other CFL teams and 
played good ball." 
But with the Stampeders' 
resurrection to the playoffs, 
that has all been changed. 
"The playoff money 
doesn't mean that much to 
me and neither does my pass 




Mike Douglas, 6'7", is playing his seventh season 
with the world famous Harlem Clowns. A fine 
player, showman and comic, Mike is one of the 
most popular performers on the exhibition 
basketball circut. He will be with the Harlem 
team when they play here on the night of Nov. 10. 
"Just give me the playoffs. 
I'dratherhavehalfasmany COMING SOON TO TERRA,CE ] receptions and b  a winner . ,~ 
than lead the league for a 
loser ."  Clowns are fu l l  of  tr icks HeRon said he would rather play in another Grey 
Cup game than make all- 
Canadian. 
Both players credit head There s a throw-in, in sports that equals them. Any one of the+ players d°n't make them every time' 
coach-geperal manager Power.passing. A feint. And They have been might drive the releree out but enough to amaze and 
Jack Gotta for the club's a clutch shot. Bingo! Right nicknamed the Court Jesters of his. mind .- especial!y bring down the house with 
resurgence. . "We've finally got the into the hoop... BUT NOT and the Clown Princes ot when tins person suoaemy thunderous applause. 
Roopdnm. Their bali haw comes up with his own And the dribbling show- THROUGH ITI Somebody's 
tightened up the net and the 
hall simply hangs there like 
a fish out of water. 
A foul is called. Two shots. 
Players of both teams line 
the foul area. The first shot 
is signaled. Whoosh goes the 
hall. Up fly the players, but 
WHERE'S THE BALL? 
It's back in the hands of the 
fool shooter. Whoever heard 
of a ball that bounces right 
hack to the Shooter? 
In the first place, who ever 
heard of a basketball game 
that's played this way? 
Well, when the Harlem 
Clowns take the floor in the 
right conch now," Forzani 
said. 
"We wouldn't have the 
personnel here if it weren't 
for him." 
Helton, who is on the op- 
tion year of his contract and 
has not signed a new one, 
was more reserved toward 
Gotta. 
"He obviously must be the 
right man because he got us 
into the' playoffs," HeRon 
said. 
"A whole lot of other 
coaches who have passed 
through ere sure couldn't." 
HeRon enjoys the 
rejuvenated atmosphere 
around the Stampeder 
cuing routines, lightning like 
passes, behind-the-back 
handoffs, spontaneous 
buffoonery and even age-old 
gags which somehow always 
seem new, never fail to keep 
the fans in an uproar. 
whistle and takes over the sometimes the Clown 
officiating, dribbler will wave his team. 
Then there's the shots mates off the court and start 
from out in the audience, the dribbling through and 
30-footers, the piggy-back around the opposition, 
dunk, backwards over the usually ending up under the 
head.., the bounce-in. They basket and with two points. 
BRILL  NO I1"" A VETERAN 
Feels more professional 
WINNIPEG {CP) 
Veteran high jumper Debbie 
Brill says that after I0 years 
of doing her patented back- 
ward roll and more than a 
few ups and downs in her 
personal ife, she's taking 
things more in stride. 
"Yes, obviously there's 
been a change in my at- 
titude," said Brill, a native 
of Haney, B.C., who plans to 
take part in an international 
indoor track meet here Feb. 
17. 
"I feel so much more 
professional. There are 
always new situations that I 
have to learn to handle. I try 
not to let the everyday highs 
or lows affect my con- 
sistency, but it's still very 
hard. 
"Before, jumping was 
almost like a pastime." 
Brill, at the age of 16 in 
1970, became the first North 
American woman--and only 
the llth woman to that date 
in history-- to clear six feet 
in the high jump. 
Brill was named Canada's 
top female athlete of the 
year in 1971, but the next 
year was a troubled one. She 
dropped her training 
program and spent two 
months of that winter living 
in a cabin in a backwood 
area of British Columbia. 
At the last moment, Brill 
decided to go out for the 1972 
Munich Olympics. She m~le 
the Canadian team but 
finished a disappointing 
eighth. The young athlete 
then withdrew from the sport 
spotlight again. To pay her 
way, she washed ishes and 
worked in a fish cannery. 
"But, I'm glad I was able 
to go through it," said Brill, 
who remained out of com- 
petition for two years. "At 
one time, it bothered me 
when everyone wanted to 
talk about it. But not any 
more." 
When she got back on 
track, she had • the 
satisfaction of raising her 
personal beat jump to six. 
foot.four. 
Brill, a silver modallist at 
the Commonwealth Games 
who will be joined at the 
Winnipeg meet by such other 
track figures as world pole 
vault champion Steve Tully 
of UCLA and Edmonton 
pentathlon ace Diane Jones- 
Konihowski, said her quick 
rise to fame in the 1960s put 
her under a lot of pressure. 
"It was too easy. There 
was a wide-open field, and I
just happened tobe in the 
right place at the right time. 
Suddenly, I was a public 
figure, always being wat- 
ched. I developed a different 
identity." 
dressing room. local gymnasium on the date 
"In all these years, of of Nov. I0 that will be the 
losing it was just like a NAME OF THE GAMEI 
morgue around here--as if 
somebody had died," he Crowds all over the world 
said. that have seen this wacky 
"But now we're really basketball team are 
enjoying ourselves. For me unanimous in their opinion 
football is fun at 31 again." that here is just nothing else 
I I 
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Hargrove on his 
way to San Diego 
- -  First baseman Mike 
Hargrove was traded 
Wednesday by the American 
League Texas Rangers to 
San Diego Padres in a major 
league baseball deal in- 
volving outfielder Oscar 
Gamble and three other 
players plus cash. 
Hargrove, infielder Kurt 
Bevacqua nd catcher Bill 
Fahey were dealt to the 
Padres of the National 
League for outfielder Oscar 
Gamble, catcher Dave 
Roberts and an estimated 
$300,000. 
"They probably did a good 
thing totrade me to the other 
league," said Hargrove, the 
Anlerican League rookie of 
the year in 1974. "If they 
hadn't, I'd come in with a 
crowbar, astick of dynamite 
and a shotgun and would 
have eaten first base if I had 
to to help beat Texas." 
Hargrove, who batted .251 
with seven home runs and 40 
rums batted in this past 
season, became the latest; 
bargaining chip in the~ 
wheeling.dealings of team, 
owner Brad Corbett. 
Gamble was sigeea by the l 
Padres last winter as a free 
.agent for a $2.85 miUion con- 
tract. 
LONDON tAP) -- Jimmy alter two years with Sunder- 
Adamson 'was named land. He replaces Joek Stein, : 
manager of English First who left Leeds after jus~ 45 
Division soccer club Leeds days to manage the Scotland 
United on Wednesday. 




DESPITE CONTRACT DISPUTE : "  
Lafleur will play 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Jerry He said progress has been 
Petrie, agent fe~ Montreal made and discussions were 
Canadians hockey star Guy continuing. He added that a 
Latent, pulled in his horns settlement may come in a 
Wednesday night and said day or it may be weeks. 
Lafleur is not planning to Petrie read a statement 
leave the club because of a from I,aflonr in which the 
salary dispute. 
In a brief meeting with re- 
porters prior to Wednesday 
night's National Hockey 
League game between the 
Canadiens and Toronto 
Maple Leafs, Petrie issued a 
prepared statement inwhi .ch 
be said. Laflenr wm remain 
with the Canadians for the 
forsecablo future. 
I n  an e,~rller report 
puhlished in a Montreal 
newspaper, Petrie had been 
quoted as saying that he had 
issued an ultimatum to the 
Cenadieen that if l.,afluer did 
player said that certain 
remarks "had been made to 
certain members of the 
press which are rsgretable 
and as a result the matter 
has been blown slightly out 
of,proportion." 
I just want to devote my 
full time and energy to 
playing hockey for the 
Ca.nadiem and help/ng our 
team to win another Stanley 
Cup," Latent said in the 
prepared statement. 
"Basically what we are' 
saying is that we shouldn't 
have made the remarks," 
nothaveanowalFeementby Petrie said. "I had a pact. I
Wednesday night, he would had a discuealm with .the 
sit out future games. Cunadiem that I certainly 
Laflanr dressed and was would not talk to the press. 
on the Ice for Wednesday OK. 
night's game after Petrie "And last night I violated 
told reporters that the 27- that pact. 
ycar-oldright winger w~ "Wemadeprogrsssteday. 
remain with Montreal "unto I don't want o destroy that." 
a satisfactory conclusion in In Montreal earlier, Cana- 
realized." diens managing director 
Minor hockey 
HOUSE LEAGUE SCORES 
& STANDIITGS 
Bantam 
TEAM WON LOST T IED GF GA PTS 
Bear Creek 2 0 0 7 3 4 
Kushner Trucking 1 1 0 15 6 2 
Wedeene River 1 1 0 11 10 2 
Sharpies Equipment 1 1 0 4 5 2 
Ken Robinson 1 1 0 9 4 2 
Gim5 0 2 0 5 23 0 
$CORES FOR WEEK Wedeene River 10 Glms 3 
Bear Creek 4 Kushner Sharpies Equlpment 3 Ken 
Robinson 2 .: 
Trucking 2 ',. 
Peewee 
TEAM WON LOST T IED GF GA PTS 
,Pohle Lumber 3 0 0 13 . 3 ,6 ' 
Bytown Diesel 2 1 0 9 6 4 
• Rouw Bros. O 1 1 3 9 1 
Skoglund 0 1 , 1 4 6 1 
Rotary 0 2 0 2 7 0 
SCORES FOR WEEK Bytown Diesel d 
Rotary 1 
'Pohlo Lumber 3 Bytown Skoglund Logging 7 
Diesel 1 Bros. 2 
Canucks  lose 
to Rangers 
Irving Grundman had 
refused comment on the 
affair. 
"It is not and never has 
been the policy of the 
Cauadiem to disems player 
contracts or salary matters 
with the press, as much as 
we respect them," said 
Gnmdman. "We have n0th. 
ing to say about he matter." 
Laflear has been reportsd 
to have six years remaining 
on a 10-year, $1-million 
contrast. He now apparently 
fuels he is grossly underpaid 
relative in other lesser 
players. 
He was said to have been" 
ready to skip the team's trip 
to Atlanta last Friday, where 
the Cunadiene loet 7.5, before 
being talked out of that 
action. 
Laflear, a 60-goal scorer 
last season when he led the 
league, had two goals and 
four assists in the flint six 
games this season and was 





(CP) -- The Canadian 
men's team labored 
under the absence of 
Philip Delesalle, Com- 
monwealth Games gold 
medeillst, at the world 
gymnastics ham- 
piomhips Wednesday.. 
Deiesalie, Of Viemrm, 
was scratched from of tk 
championships e~lier 
this week suffering a rout 
with influenza. 
"The team wasn't 
nearly as high today as 
they were in the com- 
pukory," Canadian coach 
Keith Ruesel of Ottawa 
said following the op- 
tional portion of the 
competition. "We pulled 
Philip just a few minutes 
before the competition on 
Monday and the team 
really rose to the ec- 
nasiou." 
The Canadian squad 
stood 13th Monday and 
just missed joining tl,e 12 
countries that advanced 
to the championship fi- 
nals of the tournament 
which were held inter 
Wednesday; 
The favored Japanese 
took the team gold for its 
10tb ,,~-0,-,,','- world 
pioes in ,~ .  
The silver medal was 
won by the Soviet Union, ' 
with 578.95 points, while 
East Germany grabbed 
the third-place bronze 
with 571.75 points. 
The Canadian men, 
feeling the effects of 
Delesalle's absence, 
finished second to Bul- 
garia in the preliminary 
morning competitions 
and likely will be listed at 
least 14th in the world. 
They had been rsnked 
17th prior to this event. 
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IN COMMERCIAL HOCKEY 
I 
M cEwan wins again 
McEwan GM won their 
second game in as many 
nights Tuesday night, as 
they downed the Terrace 
Chrysler Juveniles 6-4 in 
Commercial Hockey League 
action at the Terrace Arena. 
The Juveniles jumped out 
to a 1.0 lcad just 1:33 into the 
,,~me, when Rick Smoley 
~ored, assists on the play 
going to Bob Dempster and 
Chris Reneerkim. 
The lead was short lived, 
however, as Stu Josephsen 
tied the game for McEwan 
with a power play goal at 
3:53 of the ..period, Tom 
Adkins getting the assist. 
Adkins gave McEwan a 2-I 
lead when be added a power 
play goal at 7:22 of the 
period. Joe Lanouette was 
serving an interference 
penalty for the Juveniles at 
the time. 
Chris Reneerkins' first 
goal of the game with 2:07 
.~ ,  • , 
e . ~ 
remaining in the open~. Rich Lewis adding another 
period tied the game for me at 8:39 to give McEwan a 6-3 
Juveniles, but Steve advantage. Doug Mid- 
D i l l i bough ~stored  dleton's goal at 11:25 
McEwan's lead just 13 narrowed the margin to 6-4, 
seconds later when he and that's how the second 
scored, Tom Adklm getting period ended. 
his second assist of the night 
on the play. The Juveniles Despite a couple of o!3- 
came right hack, however, partunttien at either end, the 
when Chris Reneerkins two teams played scoreless 
scored his second goal in hockey throughout the" final 
less than a minnte to knot he period, the score rome..i~ng 
game at three apleee going 6-4, with McEwan gai~ng 
into the second period. . the victory. Tom Adklue led 
McEwan with one goal and 
McEwan won the game in three aMlsin for a four point 
the second period, as they night For the Juveniles., 
notched three goals, while Chris Rancorkim not¢lu~ 
the Juveniles could manage two goals and one assist, 
just one in return. Sin while Bob Demeter 
Josephaon's ecand gesl of collected three assists. 
the contest gave the 
McEwan squad a 4-3 lead,' The next action in the 
and they never looked hack Terrace  Commerc ia l  
alter that. They added two Hockey League is tonight at 
fastgoals aronnd the middle the Terrace Arena, 8:30 
of the period, Frank O'Brien P.M., when Got'don & An- 
scoring at 9:10 from Mark demon wiU go against lea~e 
Hiober and Tom Adkios, ~ leading Totem Ford. 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT 
o. 
O Rou_.:=w .~,., .~. :.,, ~ , 
o 
WE NEED $ to be made 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Left 
wb~er Pat Hickey sat up 
goals by linemtes Andsrs 
Hedber8 and UIf Nilsaan 
which started and finished a 
four.seal New York scuring 
burst in a 4:17 span of the 
second period Wednesday 
night and carried the 
Rangers to a 6-2 National 
Hockey League victory over 
Vancouver'Canuclus. 
Hodberg converted 
Hickey's pass from the 
corner for a power-play goal 
at 9:21, then Carol Vadnain's 
shot from the point deflected 
into the Vancouver net off 
Canucks dofencoman Lara 
Zetterstrom at10:48 for a 2-0 
New York lead. 
Lucion DeBlois at 11:38 and .~  
Hickey set up Nilsson two ~'o 
minutes later, completing " 
theflurry agaimtVancouver * * 
g?)ofetonder Gary Bromley. #~. 
nceman Mike 
McEwen and centre Walt 
Tknczuk each had two ~" 
assists for New York, while • ,  
l)eBlois and Dean Talafous ~. 
added third.period goals 1:48 . • 
apart for a 6.0 Rangers lead. 
Ron Sedlbauer snapped 
the shutout with a power- 
playseoreat8:ll of thethird y 
period and Dennis Ver- . 
verguert added a shor - "~ 
thanded goal 4:02 later for . 
Vancouver, which has won 
only one of its last six games. ~ ' ,  
The Rangers, meanwhile, 
have lost only once in their . -.,.e V,c . ' .  
the rebound of abbot by first seven t~ames. 
o 
Penquins, Blues } 
play to a tie 
PrrrSBURGH (API - -  goads by Blair Chapman and .0 # 
Brian Sutter and Bernie Grog Malone. But Sutter ~t 
Fedsrkoecoredgoalainflnal closed the gap with a 0. 
' 28 seconds Wednesday ~ screened 30-footer for his t~ 
tolift St. Louis Blues into a 6- ninth goal of the season. ,~  
6 tie with Pittsburgh Pete Mahovlich made it 3-1 
Penguins in a National for Pittsburgh, eonw~.rting a ~, 
Hockey League game. 
George Ferguson had 
scored for Pittsburgh into an 
empty Blues net at 18:59 to 
give the Penguins what 
looked to be a comfortable 6-  
4 lead. 
But 33 seconds later, 
gutter scored on a short shot 
from in front of the goal and, 
with It Hconds remaining, 
Federko fired the puck out of 
a scramble for the tying. 
score. 
Pittsburgh ad taken n 2-0 
lead in the first period on 
CARRIERS 
SO CALL US 
TODAY 
a.nd 
PRIZES to be 
WOH 
THORNHILL 
4600 Block Lowrie 
4500 Block Lowrie, 
Scotton Avenue 
1900 Block Queensway 
3900 Block Sande Avenue 
21 O0 Block Hemlock 
2300 Block Hemlock 
3 
,V: ROUlU AVAILABLE IN KITIMAT 
pass from Ron Slackhouse . 
and scoring from 30 feet' and 
the Penguins made ~t 6.1 * '  
midway through the se, eond o SEND APPL ICAT ION FORM period on Peter Lee's ling t . . I t  
einpshot, 
St, Louis cut the Penguins' 
, .  ,0 .  - w.,. OR PHONE COLLECT TO Babich's 20-footer attd 
• Federko's hot from behind 
the Pittsburgh ueL The puck ~* 
ricocheted off Stackheuse's " 
ekate and beu.ced in for the ** TERRACEIKITIMAT 
score. Lee scored again for /~* 
P i t tab~ and Rabich again 
forSt. Lonis. )~  D A L L Y  H E R A L D  
Rose to jump? 
CINCINNATI (ALP) -- Pete 
Rme, hardeni~ his salary 
stand a~ he departed on a 
baseball tour of Japan, said 
Wednesday he has talked. 
with "several senrag 
Japanese te Y ' 
the biddin¢ 
Speaking to reporters at 
the Cincinnati airport, Rose 
3500 Block Dogwood 
2500 Block Thomhill Street 










Skeena A venue 
Westview Drive 
4500 Block Graham Avenue 
4 700 Block Graham Avenue 
Dutch Valley and Kalum Lake Road 
• APPLIOATION FORM 
TERRACEIK IT IMAT 
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j -  
voiced anger over ,prlnted ~ 636-6367 - Andy • MAiL  TO 
reports "that nobody s gning • ' 
• .v . . ERFt  AC todraft me" lntheNov 3re- . 632 2747 Pat _ . . . . , , _ . . _ ,  , .  
"That's hideous,".said, " ~[ ]~LL~ 
Reseashep~inamve UAILY t iC .  
with the Reds. "I ve got my ( 
=,  ,, BOX 399 _ eye coup 
team. I've talked to several lilll,t,,,,. " r l~ODAd '~ C I~ i~_ 
geheral msnagun,: I can do " . . '~"~, -~~~' - - "~ ~ l l~ .nne 'Lv  i . . . ,  s,a.  v . '  
~t now ~t  I m n tr~ > ~ . , , _ f ~ ~ ~  " , ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 3 b . , ~ ' . - . . ~ . - ~ " - - ~ " ~  
agent. 
. . . .  r II 
1 t 
i4.:':  JJSINESS ::: 
"" . PERSONAL•.'. : 
i '  
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Toys, ;To:ys, Toye • 
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Skeana Health Unit 
CLASSIFIED RATES ' SUBSCRIPTION 3215.2Eby Street 
RATES . Terrace, B.C. 
LOCAL ONLY: Effedivo ~s.63o7 
The following are a few of 
October t, 1977 the services offered locally 
20 words or less $2.00 per by your Health Unit Staff: 
Insertion. Over 20 words s SlngleCoFy 20¢ CHILD HEALTH CON- 
cents per word. 
3 or more consacutlve In- ByOIrrler ml l l l .N  FERENCES. 
serflens $1.50 per Insertion., By Corr~r year N.ee Held weekly at the Health 
ByMIII  lmtht2 .1t  Unit every Tuesday from 
REFUNDS: By Mall imthU. le  1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
First insertion charged for ByMall ysar410.N for an appointment. 
whether run or not. Sealer atlzes ysarN.OO" Held at Thornhlll 
Absolutely no refunds after Recreation Centre on the 
ed has been set. British Commonwealth and fourth Friday of every 
UnltedStatosofAmerlcaone month from 1:30 • 3:30 p.m. 
CORRECTIONS: yearS1.00. Please phone for an ap- 
Must be made before 2nd Box 399, Terra, e, B.C. polntmont. 
Insertion. ' VSGgM9 Babysitters who bring 
Allowance can be made for children must have parents 
only one Incorrect ad. HOME DELIVERY written consent for Im- 
Terrace & Olstrlct munlsatlon. 
BOX NUMBERS: Thornhlll 8, Dlsh'lct ADULT CLINICS 
7Scents pick up. .. Phone635-63.~ These are held at the 
S1.2S mailed. Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
Herald reserves the only. 
Rates available upon rightist to classify ads under PRENATAL.CLASSES 
request. 
appruprlate heedlags and to . Classes are held 
set rates therefore and fo throughout he year at In- 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED determine page!ecatlon, tervals for expectant 
RATE: The Herald reservel the parents. Phone the Health 22 cents per agate line. 
right fo reylse, edlf, classify Unit for details and 
Minimum charge SS.00 per or reject any advoHIsement registration. 
Insertion. and to retain any answers HOME NURSING CARE 
directed to the Herald Box Nursing care In the home 
LEGAL POLITICAL end Reply Service, and to repay for those who need It on 
TRANSIENT AD-  the customer the sum paid referral from their family 
VERTISINO: for the advertisement and doctor. Terrace area only. 
$3.60 per column Inch. box rental. HEALTH PARADE 
Box repllea on "Hold" For 4 year old childreni 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: imtructlons not picked up Held on third Monday of 
$4.00 per line per month, wlthlnl0days of explry of an every month. Develop~ 
On a 4 month basis only. advertisement wi l l  be mental, vision, hearing 
DEADLINE destroyed unless mail ing screening done. Please 
Instructions are received. phone for appointment. 
DISPLAY: Those answering Box PRENATAL BREATHING 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to ,Numbers are requested not & RELAXING EXERCISES 
publication day. fo send originals of Held every Monday at. 
documents to avoid loss: ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
CLASSIFIED: All claims of errors In V.D. CLINIC 
1:00 p.m. day prior to advertisements must be Held every Monday at 3:30 
publication day. received by the publisher or by appointment. 
within 30 days after the first SANITATION 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH publication. 'The public health Inspectors 
WITH ORDER other than It Is agreed by the ad. are now situated In Eby 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vertlsar requesting space~ Street. They will be pleased' 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the liability of the, to assist with any sanitation 
Herald In the event of failure problems. 
Servi¢echargeotU.Nonall to publish an advertisement SPEECH AND HEARING 
N.S.F. cheques, or In the ~ent of an error. CLINIC 
appearing In the ad- Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
WEDDING DESCRIP. vertlsement es published I.learing tests wi!l be deno by 
TIDNS: shall be l imited to the referral from family doctor 
No charge provided news amount pald by the ed- or community health nurse. 
submitted within one month, vertlzar for only one In- ¢18.1155. 
$5.00 production charge for correct Insertion for the LONG TERM CARE 
wedding aM-or engagement Forflon of the advertising Offlceat No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
pictures. News of weddings space occupied by the In -  Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
(write.ups) received one correct or omitted Item only, Assessment and planning for 
month or more after event and that there shall be no those eligible for Long Term 
$10.00 charge, with or Ilablllfy to any event greater Care. 
without picture. Sublect to than the amount paid for AID TO HANDICAPPED 
condensation. Payable In such advertlelag. Office at No. 205.4721 
advance. Advertisements must Lazelle. Tel. 630.9196. 
comply with the British Assessment and guidance 
C L A S S I F I E D A N - Columbia Human Rights Act for vocational and social 
NOUNCEMENTS: which prohibits any ad- rehabilitation done by 
Births S.50 vertlllng that discriminates consultant. 
Engagements 5.50 against any person because 
Marriages 5.50 of his race, rellglun, sex, SKEENACENTRE 
;Oeaths 5.50 color, natlmallty, ancestry Skeane Centre offers to the 
Funerals 5.50 .or place of'origin, or because Senior Citizens of the 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 his age Is between 44 and 65 Terrace and Thornhlll area 
Memorial Notices 5.50 years, unlesl the condition Is the following services: 
iustlfled by a bona fide - Activity Centre for hen. 
PHONE 635-6357 requirement for the work  dlcrafts 
Clesalf!ed Advertising Dept. Involved. - Day care for working 
people 
i - Drop-In for companionship 
& coffee 
The Catholic Women's Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
League wil l  be holding their Transportation available. 
Bazaar on November 4 af Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
INCHESAWAYCLUB Verltas Hall. The previous 635.2265. 
date of October 28 has I:mefl 
Mset every Tuesday nlght at cancelled not to Interfere CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
8In the Skesna Health Unit. with another Bazaar. SCHOOL holds tea and 
For more Intormatlon phone Everyone will be welcome l. bazaar at the school, Sat. 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Nov. I1 from 2 p.m.-S p.m. 
Rape Relief For donations please phone 
Ahortloe Coumsalllng A tea and bazaar will be held 635.9027. 
& CrlslsLIneler in Knox United Church on 
Women Saturday, December 2 from December 11 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (n¢-tfo) BAKESALE 
. . . .  4p.m.at the Co.op. Proceeds 
TERRACE ART Legion Ladles Aux. Annual for the Centennial Christian 
ASSOCIATION S~owflake Bazaar Saturday, School. 
The Terrace Art Association October 211. 2 .4  p.m. Arena 
Is holding a pre.Chrlstmas B a n q u e t R o 0 m.  Weight Watchers meeting. 
Arts and Crafts sale on Dance to follow. Time: 9 .1  held every Tuesday et 7 p.m. 
December 1 and 2. All those a.m. Music - Ran Swan. at the Knox United Church 
interested In participating Mlclnlght munchies. Prlc( Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
may write: Terrace Art S15 per couple. (I.II) 
Association, Box 112, " The I.O.F. are holding their 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
Walker, 635-6404; Julia' Pregnant and In need of onNov.2S,197g 
Gellner, 635 .~ or Kay support? at the Arena Banquet Room 
Ehses, 638.1403 for more Call for help from Right.to. from 1 - 3 p.m. Christmas 
Life promoters: ornaments and lots of gifts 






Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
Lisa et 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Jenne at 635.4503 
WANTE O DONATIONS 
'The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped ere 
looking for donations of any 
rid, broken or used pieces of 




The Terrace Art Association 
Is sponsoring • water colour 
exhibit "Discover Water. 
colours" at the Terrace 
For pickup service phone furnlture, alsoenydlscarded 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave wood products we could use 
donations at the Thrift Shop. for recycling or ranovetlng. 
on Lazelle Avenue on Call us at klS.~le between 
Saturdays between 11 a.m.; Sa.m. 6nd 3 p.m., we will try 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. to make arrangements for 
(nctM) pickup. 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and Skeena Valley RabekaK 
Tea on Saturday, November Lodge Fall Bazaar 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks Sall/rlMy, llevelnlser 4
I.~,tl. (nc tfn) In Elks Hail. 
Public Library Arts Room. 
Open during library hours. 
Learn "to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
occoptlng applications for 
September. If you enloy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor ac. 
tlvltlee and are between 13.18, 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
BOV Tasa at 635-i598 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
Is help 





Man.:  8:30 p .m.  United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. S':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Moetlng. 10 
to noon. Lakelsa Hotel. 
JUDO 
Terrace Judo Club, Thornhlll 
Elementary. Monday & 
Wednesdays - -  7 to 9:30 p.m. 
Instructors - Murray 
Bromleyt 1st Degree Black 
Belt. Constable Errol Scholh 
RCMP, Blue Belt. 
For more Information 
phone: Sherry Hill, 635-2671 
after 6 p.m. (c10-27) 
The Klt lmat Community 
Arts Council Is sponsoring 
the 6th Annual Arts & Craft 
'Fair on OCTOBER 28TH - -  
City Centre Mall. Anyone 
wishing more Information, 
please call Jeanne 
Monaghan - -  632.5544. 
You are invited to camel 
The Opening Ceremony w i l l  
be taking place on October 
28th - -  10:00. Mayor George 
Thorn will be present. (nc'~ 
Terrace Art Association 
monthly p icture loan is 
Wednesday, November Ist In 
the Terrace Public Library. 
Paintings should be relurnod 
by 7:30 p.m. so they can be 
pup on display for selection. 
There are fifty (50) t~ew 
pictures for a total of 'one 
hundred eighty (180) pic. 
lures to choose from. 
Everyone Welcome 
VARI ETY '78 
Top variety family en- 
tertainment cominl} to 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Oct. 
27th. Two Shows - 7 p.m. & 9 
p.m. featuring Cherry Hill 
Show Band - -  two gels - -  
four guys --  beautltul music. 
Plus Johnny Thorsen Banlo 
Express - -  Canada's 
foremost banjo artist - -  plus 
Peter Ralston- "Puppetler", 
ventriloquist from CTV and 
Bill Fraser, Comedian - MC • 
the only man who can grow 
before your eyes. He's a top 
comedian and plays several 
instruments. He's a show in 
himself. 
It's family entertainment 
at its best. Advance tickets 
available at Ev's, Sight & 
Sound, Kelly's. 
Adult $5.00 Children, 
Students ~.00 
A Female Jaycee Unit is 
being formed. As young, 
progressive, women, we 
tnvite you.to come to the 
organizational meeting on 
Thursday, Oct. 19, 1978. 
Cocktails at 7 p.m. and 
dinner at 7:30 p.m. See for 
yourself what Female 
Jaycees can do for youi For 
further Information contact 
Merllyn (:rouse, 638.1158 or 
Oerl GIIIham, 635.6316. (nc2. 
18,19) 
Come to the Terrace Singles 
Dance Sat. Oct. 14- 9 p.m. At 
the Masonic Hall, 4917 
Lazelle. Music by Wolfgang 




Margaret 635.9349 (nc3.27) 
The Terrace Downtown 
Lions Club Is sponsoring the 
annual Hallowe'en Party to 
be held in the Arena Banquet 
Room on Tuesday, October 
31. The party will be held in 
two sections: 
Section A .  6 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
This Is for children (ages 
Infant to 12 years) who 
should come In Hallowe'en 
costumes as prizes will be 
awarded for the best 
costumes. Enlertalnment, 
refreshments and 'goodies" 
will be supplied to all par. 
tlclpants. Adults are en. 
couraged to accompany 
their children to this event. 
sadion a .  8:30 p.m. - 11:30 
p.m. 
This Islet teenagers (ages 13 
to 18 years) who must 
present student idea. 
tlflcatlon cards in order to 
obtain admittance. As In 
previous years, this evenl 
( :ONCRETE SEPT IC  .... 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 












Hourly & Contract 
635.3479anytime 
(At12) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 




DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queansway Or. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd iohs for the Iobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. 
SPORTSMEN'S  
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a.06) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location • Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
Lost from 3300 Thomas• 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers 
to the name of Oillinger• 
Reward offered. Phone 635. 
5937 or 638.1613. (aft) 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 . $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews call Joan • 638- 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush). 
(ctf) 
WANTED: Heavy duty 
mechanics with Cummins 
and Detroit Diesel ex- 
perience for Vernon area. 
Apply at North Island 
Pacific Parts & Service 
Limited, 4114.24th Avenue, 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 1M2, 545. 
0424. (c10.n2) 
We have  openings for 
telephone solicitors - -  must 
have pleasant voice. Call 635- 
4244. (ctf-Ol9) 
BASEMENT SALE 
of household items; clothes, 
toys, etc. Saturday, Oct. 
38th. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. at 3822 
Dobhle Street. (c2.27) 
Oil Furnace. 160,000 BTU's. 
Five years old. In excellent 
condition. 638.8232. (p2-27) 
Okanagan hay. First cut 
alfalfa. Call 635.2603. (p2- 
24,27) 
0' home made camper. Fully 
Insulated and wired. Lights, 
cupbe~Jrds, etc. Super buy at 
$200. Phone 638.1916. (4.27) 
Two Firestone F78-14 tires 
almost new. Two Uniroyal 
F78-14 winter tires. Used one 
seae.on. Phone 635.5914. (pS- 
3O) 
Ver'y large wood cookstove 
In very good condition. $300. 
At, antique woodstove for 
$~50. Phone 635.2485 after 6 
p.m. (c3•26) 
will be in the form of 






Thursday & Friday 
GARAGE SALE 
3.508 Hansen Street 
Also 1968 Chev Pickup, 1969 
PorMlac at 3508 Hansen. (p2- 
27) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
A~ry, 635.2517. (ctf.04) 
Girl guide cookies for sa le .  
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- 
3260. 635.3294. (notfn) 
Short box canopy, lined, 
Insulated, lights, roof rack, 
vent, etc. S350 OBO. Good 
condltlon. 635.3912. (c3-27) 
For Rent: Insulated storage 
area, 12 x 24. Phone 635.7302. 
(41-26) 
Are you working and need 
someone to do your 
.housework, laundry, Ironlng 
and • shopplng? From 
Mondays to Frldays. For 
more Information call 635- 
3112. (c3-27) 
Wanted: Boat trai ler to 
handle 14' beat. Phone 635• 
6804. (c2.27) 
End of Season Sale. 22' K&C 
flbreglass, 351 co. in. Merc. 
in.out, 2x downrlggers •VHF 
. CB. deplh sounder . 10 HP 
outboard. 8 track AM.FM. 
Trim ~abs, 70 gallon 
copacity,~ ~corqpass.  Best 
offer. 6§~!.~7.5~'~5-7948. (c5," 
27) 
One 1966 International V.8 
Dump Truck. 2000gel. Diesel 
tank. 2 sets Log Bunks. 1 
Tucker Sag.Cat. One In- 
tern.aHonal :d!esel power 
unit, o.ther~.r~iS¢~ equlpment~ 
Call 624.4566/prince Rupert. i
(p5.31) 
Hyster 80 wheel arch, 
Suitable for D7 or 00. Like 
new. 842-5346. (c10.6) 
House for Rent. 3 bedrooms. 
On 441" Grelg. Phone 638- 
1262. (p3-27) 
For Rent: One bedroom 
furnished house in Thornhlll. 
Phone 635.3864. (c2.27) 
Wanted: one person to share 
2 bedroom apartment. Phone 
635.9766 after 6:30 p.m. (c7- 
3) 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy. 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom, living room with 
sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area in kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities. Electric heat 
House has new cedar siding' 
on exterior. Extra lot is 
subdivided and can be sold 
separately.' Asking S20,020 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635-2370 for appointment 
to view. (c18.31) 
2 bedroom house. Close to 
school and downtown. 
Asking $35,000. For ap- 
pointment to view phone 635. 
3898. (p20-20n) 
Do you own a well main- 
talned 3 bedroom home? 
With a finished or unfinished 
basement? With one or two 
fireplaces? With a carport or 
garage? Are you planning or' 
thinking o f  selling you'r 
home? I have purchaser.s 
who are looking for homes 
like this. Give me a call at 
Wlghtman & Smith Re;Jlty 
and let's have a talk. Jim 
Dully, office. 635.6361, home 
• 635.6688. (a-3-25,26,27). 
FOR SALE BY OWN, ER 
Three bedroom house on 
large corner lot.. Many 
features. Musl be s,aen to be 
appreciated. F or ap. 
polnlmenl phon¢~ 632.2442 
days. 632.6728 ever.llngs. (c 10. 
21) 
": . :  
,.-,. 
,2; 






3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L- 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace. 






Wanted to Rent: Local 
teacher requires bachelor or 
one bedroom apartment. 
Furnished or unfurnished. 
Phone 638.1576. (c3.30) 
Quiet clean, working man 
requires room & board for 
the first of November. Phone 
Al after 6 p.m. 635-2684, (c24. 
27) 
Wanted to Rent: looking for 
suite or apartment. For one, 
non.smoking, non.drinking 
male. Phone 635.7935 
anytime. (p2.24,25) 
Wanted to rent by working 
couple. 2 bedroom abode In 
Terrace, Thornhlll area. 
Phone 635.5722. (i)4-27) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255-1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1970. (ctf) 
Business oppo. rtv.~.~t~ 
meeting. Earn extra money, 
meet new friends, become 
your own independent bass.' 
No obligations. Come have a 
coffee and give us your 
opinion. 
Place: Sandman Inn 
(basement). 
7:30 p.m. every Tuesday 
night. Ask for Corinne or 
.~le. (c20.27) 
.7 ;  
For Sale: 1973 4x4 Jimmy.. 
55,000 miles, good condltlorl~ 
04,500. Phone 635.9083. (c~ 
27) 
1973 Javelin. P.S., P.B.V.B 
automatic In good runnlrig 
condition. '"  
1974 Dodge P.U. V-8 euf~, 
P.S., P.B. In good running 
condition. Phone 635.4246 
after 5 p.m. (c4-27) 2:': ' '4 
J ,  
1976 Flreblrd Formula ,100.~ 
spd., 23,000 miles, 2 studded 
winter radials. 8 track, P.S'.;, 
P.B., P.W. Days call 635" 
6516. Evenings 638.8296. (p S- 
3O) 
1970 Ford Custom. V-8: 
automatic. Good shape..: 
Phone 635.9742 after S p.m~ 
(I)3.27) : :  
1963 Ford Falrlane. 4 dr.,: 
standard trans. Body good! 
shape. Motor needs work.~ 
Asking S350. Phone Carolyn. 
at the Herald, 635.6357. (nc5-:: 
271 
1967 Ford. Excellent motor.i 
Phone 638.1358. $200. (nc5.27)! 
1973 Ford F.100 t/2 ton. Wlred~ 
for camper, dual gas tanks. 
Asking 82,4(X). Call after 6 
p.m. 635.9317. (c3.27) 
1968 Javelin. High per- 
formance 327 Chev engine. 
Lots of extras. 
1968 Mustang California 
Special. 302 engine, autoi 
excellent condition. Best 
offer takes. Phone 638.8327 
after 6 p.m. (p3-27) 
Salvage bids are open on b 
1972 Cadillac Fleetwood 
Brougham. Front end 
damage only. Vehicle Is at 
RIverslcle Auto Wrecking'.' 
Contact Brouwer & Co., 3238 
Kalum, 635.7173. (c3.27) 
r ~ 
For Sale: V.8 Vega. Ex, 
cellent condition. High 
performance 350. Phone 635. 
6844. (clO-nlO) 
1972 Toyota SW. Rellabl~ 
transportation. 35 miles !o 
the gallon. $550 OBO. Fhone 
& leave message et 638.8398. 
(I)3.27) 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and. 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your:J 
decor, and we custom build to suit, 
Government grant of $250Q applicable, 
Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
free credit rheck and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
. : , , :  
Cuught_wtth your 
salesdown, i:i 
Before you're swamped with over- 
head, call your advertising repro. : 
sentat ive  o f  The Hera ld  " • .les 
will soar when our experienced ~.: 
advertlsin B eounselor plans a new ! 






~74 Ford V= ton pickup. 360 
~ofor, auto, radial fires, 
~l~ctronlc Ignition. Phone 
.~5.9580 after 4. (c.th,F) 
~ 
p • r  Sale: 1966 GMC =/~ Ton U. Good running condition. 
17 ~' rubber and 3 spares. 
Asking $500 OBO. Phone 635. 
6931. (c3-27) 
1971 Ford Maverick 
'~rabber'. 302 V.8, new 
transmission, exhaust and 
tfres. Excellent running 
condition. Must sell. $950. 
Phone 635-9307 after 6 p.m. 
(p3-27) 
For Sale: 1972 Toyota 
~..orolla S.W. 1600 series, 
P~one 635.7958 after 6 p.m.' 
(._~7-3) 
12 x 68 three bdrm. trailer. 
Fully furnished. Joey shack, 
laundry'rm. Good condition. 
Set up and skirted In Terrace 
Trailer Court. no. 27. Phone 
638-1246. (p20.n22) 
12x 68 mobile home. With or 




No down payment O.A.C. 
Will fly you Into Van. 
couver all expenses paid. 
Phone collect 437.d311 and 
ask for Mr. Starks. 
(a10.27oct) 
Vanguard Camper. 8~6 '' 
i0~x48 ' with fridge, stove, deluxe. Completely loaded. 
fPeezer, sofa-bed, chalr, joe~ Priced to selH Phone 635- 
s[~ack. $2995. For further 4094. (atfn-026) 
information 635-5961 after 6 
p,m. (oct 19,20,23,24,25,26,27) 
:MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobi le  homes 
from as low as $100.0( 
down.  O.A.C. 
~et up and de l ivered 
trades welcome. 
Phone co l lec t  591. 
;105. 
cff) 
I l i  
Divorce! $100 plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone - fast! Call Self- 
Counsel Services toll free 
112-800-663-3007. Chargex 
and Mastercharge accepted. 
5 yr. old regismrea Morgan 
gelding. Keer's Warrior 
Further information phone 
638-1494 or 635-3090. (c21-31) 
MANPOWER 
.: REPORT 
For furtber inlormation on ~[H 01s~. :S  [~r F :e~ e r~O nOcKe - 
these and other job op d 
portunitles, please contact 
our local Canada Em. 
oyment Centre at 463~ 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
PROJECT MANAGER 
Public education sei'vices. 
Two required. . . . . .  
ASST,.:~PROJECT MGR. " 
$138.00 per week, To eo- 
0r~dinate tutors. 
GROUP HOME RELIEF 
.i~kRENTS - Must be couple 
(o relieve regular house, 
~arents 8 days a month. 
1~.00 per month per couple. 
PRE-SCHOOL TEACHERS - 
.~ust be qualified with 
~t~rtiflcate, 
~IliLDRENS LIBRARIAN - 
~ust have relevant 
~lueatiou and-or work ex- 
~ rtence. $6.50 per hour. 
~BSTITUTE TEACHER - 
~ewart area, 
~ELD WORKERS - Tutors. 
[38,00 per week. 
~0ED TEEN CO- 
~RDINATOR- Part time, 
~ enings. $3.00 to 6.00 per 
ur. 
~STRUCTOR - For 
.qcreatlan programs for ~ riurn.g term. $5.00 to 6.00 per 
i~IYSICIAN 
_~aral Practice. 18-12 -- 15- 
.Ped., Gynecology and 
~steterics. 
.I~;ERK TYPIST - Must have 
.:'al least two years office 
~e]perience plus 45 wpm 
~.t~ping. 
=I~ANS CLERK - 45 wpm 
~t3ping, $375,00 per month. 
~EENTAL RECEPTIONIST - 
~.4j wpm typing plus 1 year 
,~e]perience. $700.00 to 900.00 
;~r  month. 
.:IESK CLERK - Evenings. 
:least have previous ex- 
r ~p~rience. $4.00 per hou 
~mE. 
. StLES CLERK - Footwear. 
7.1~ust have experience. $4.30 
: pr hour. 
IARTS SALESMAN - Must 
: lave experience in auto 
"~ wecking, $800.00 per month, 
~ LES CLERK - Part time 
f~r etail dothing store, $3.50 
l~r hour, 
~ALES CLERK- Bakery, 
. ddicatessan. Experience 
.~ esential. $3.50 per hour. 
~PlZZA COOK- Mature, 
= dean cut person. Experience 
mt necessary. $3,75 per hour 
.: DOE. Negotiable, 
SHORT ORDER COOK - 1~ 
hour per day for lunches. 
$3.00 per hour. 
WAITERS & WAITRESSES - 
Several required. •Full time 
and part time: - - 
SERVICE STATION 
COUPLE - Mezladin Lake. 
$1500.00 per month per 
couple, 
BABYSlTTERS - Several 
required, in Terrace. Full 
time and pert time jobs. 
HOUSEKEEPER - OM day 
per week. $3.50 per hour. 
LIVE.IN HOUSEKEEPER - 
Must be mature, Room and 
hoard. 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must be experienced, Neg. 
wages DOE. 
SHINGLE SAWYER - FuUy 
experienced only. $5.00 per 
square. 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
Must  be experienced. Ap- 
prentice with two or more 
years experience ~vould be 
acceptable, Union wage. 
CABINET MAKER - Must, 
have experience and be 
familiar with tools. TBA. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified. $600,00 per 
month. 
RADIATOR REPAIRMAN - 
Shou ld  have previous ex- 
perience. 
BODY REPAIRMAN- Fully 
qualified with TQ. Two 
positions (one in Terrace & 
one in Port Clements), 
CAT SKINNER with 
Equipment- (CAT)- To 
build roads and landing. 
CONSTRUCTION ELEC- 
TRICIAN - Terrace. Must be 
fully qualified. Union rate. 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC 
. Britannia Beach. General 
maintenance, skidders. IWA 
+ 13,00 per hr. 
PROJECT FOREMAN - 
Must have good building 
skills. $180.00 per week. 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
Must have experience in 
chain link fences, DOE. 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER - 
Must be experienced and 
have air ticket, Commission 
or wages, $8.00 to 9.00 per 
hour. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN MUst .be 
journeyman or have four 
years experience. 
i Q I know my tax money many o f . ,e  p.t.,uple i. yu.,' 
= ' oft state and other community wno serve you. .helps supp ' • m 
~.colleges and universittes. Many public-supported e - 
~.What are these places doing leges and universities, for 
~:or me? example, offer day and even- 
. ing programs and courses on 
A. A variety of things: law enforcement tothe police 
-"Even if neither you nor your force and management to city 
=children take advantage of •workers. Faculty may advise 
=the ducational opportunities' small businesses and city 
"~C;;these chools, you benefit agencies as part of extensive 
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Get it all mi l le  • ~ . ~ : ~ ¢ ~ "  • . "  ~: 
in:the 
g J'J U haraid 
News of your commu,,,ty...your country...domestic 
and foreign affairs. Everybody from the housewife 
to the tycoon has found the paqes Of their newspaper 
affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
in the business and financial world. Money saving 
advertisements covering every aspect of our dally 
needs. Classified sections that find you employment, 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. 
Entertainment in special features, comics, and sport 
pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
firsthand in your community, province, nation, or 
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Woman's  Intuition 
Bears No Fruition 
By Abigail Van Buren 
O 1978 by C~icago Tribune.N.Y• Newl Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I suspect that my husband has been 
cheating on me for a long time, but I haven't been able 
to pin anything on him. I even hired a private detective 
to follow him, but he couldn't come up with a thing. It's 
just a feeling I have. My husband goes out a lot and - 
tells me be is going to such and such'a place, but he's 
never where he says he'll be, and that makes me 
suspicious. 
I finally went to a lawyer, and he told me to grow 
up--that every man cheats on his wife at some time in 
his life. Is this true? I always believed my father was a 
faithful husband to my mother, and I've got brothers 
who I am sure wouldn't go out on their wives. 
My lawyer says I should quit trying to catch my 
husband, and accePt he fact that all men cheat. Do 
they? 
CHICAGO TRIB READER 
DEAR READER: No! There are plenty of married 
men who never cheat, and your husband could be one 
of them. The only thing ynu can be fnlrly sure of is that 
your lawyer ch,~ata on his wife. 
DEAR ABBY: ! just read the letter from CAN'T 
TELL HIM, the girl who couldn't tell her fiance that he 
had bad breath. 
I, too, suffer from chronic bad breath, and it's 
ruining my life. I'm ayoung, attractive, single girl and 
a very clean person. My dental bygiene is excellent. I 
brush twice a day, and floss, too. 
Commercial mouthwashes are worthless. Please, 
Abby, can you ask some of your doctor friends if I could 
have a medical problem? Perhaps it's a vitamin 
deficiency. 
Please answer in your column because I'm sure 
there are many others who suffer from this terrible 
affliction. 
DESPERATE 
DEAR DESPERATE: Bad breath could be a symp 
tam of so many physlcnl aliments that it would take a 
full column to Hst them. 
It could be poor nutrition, a vitamin deficiency, or 
emotimal stress. But don't assume anything. Start 
with your physictan. It's even possible that the af- 
flictlm is only imsginary, in which case psyehothernpy 
is the answer. Get help now and ~qt an end to this 
needless uffering. • .. . . .  
/ 
DEAR ABBY: Someone signed CLUTTERED 
MAILBOX IN L.A. wrote to complain because he had 
been finding a lot of leaflets, advertisements, political 
propaganda, etc., in his mailbox. 
You said there was a law against using a mailbox for 
anything except mail for which postage had been paid 
to the U.S. Postal Service. 
Well, I own my own mailbox--the U.S. Postal Service 
does notl And if I want to store chopped liver in it I 
would like to see anybody stop mel 
IRRITATED IN SAN ANTONIO 
CONFIDENTIAL TO J.C. Yes, I know what one gets 
ff he crosses a computer with an ape. A haii'y reasoner. 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
What kind of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given fo r  
.your birth sign. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 te Ap.. 2O) T+--~ 
Don't give in to that 
everyone-is-against, me
feeling. The problems that are 
weighing you down will dear 
up soon. 
TAUrUs U~ 
(apr. 21 to May 21) 
Why waste time wondering 
what fate has in ~?  Put 
~'our mind to it, and you can 
have what you went, but he 
prepared to work for it. 
(Mary 22 to June 21) 
You could get into 
today unless you turn down a 
tempting invitation. If you 
don't, be ready to face the 
consequences. 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) O ~  
It'a not easy for you to 
apologize, but if you don't you 
may lose the friendship of 
someone you love. Best say 
you're sorry. 
LEO 
(July 24 te An. 23) ~*~ 
You won't regret the time 
yOU spend helping a friend or 
relat ive. Appreciation wi l l  
give you a warm and wen- 
derful feeling. 
VIRGO 
(A.s. - tu ~ 23) "PU~t 
Instead of envying a 
beautiful friend, work on your 
own problem& Once they're 
solved that green-eyed 
monster will vanish. 
LIBRA 
(sept. u to oct  =) ,~.m m 
You're in a eompkbd~ 
mood, but it won't win m, rm- 
patiO, let  your m~e of 
burner prevail and change the 
tree of the day. 
SCORPIO 
A choice morsel d gossip 
will mmpt you to battle, but 
you'll regret it later. Say 
nothing to an.vane. 
s~rrrAmvs ~ l i~  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Keep that impulsive nature 
under control. It could lead 
you into trouble. Don't crone 
on too strong with a new 
acquaintance. 
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)W~ 
It's a perfect day any way 
you view R. Mentally and 
emot/ouully you're in top form 
and everyme know it. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~ t  
A heartfelt thank you from a 
grateful friend will leave you 
with a warm glow and a sense 
of being appreciated. 
(Feb. 2O to Mar. 201 
You're beginning to 
discover your power over 
people. It's a heady sensation 
- -  but don't let it make you 
ruthless. 
YOU BORN TODAY ~re 
understanding, analytieal, 
driven by idealism. You are 
deeply religious, even though 
your approach, and your 
• behaviour, may be unor- 
thodoz, wen unconventional, 
at times. You have many 
career choices because your 
talon~ if developed fully, 
could equip you for 
psychology, art, literature, 
law, the theater or business. 
Music and poetry delight you 
end always will be able to 
soothe when you're troubled. 
Birthdate of: Mahnlla 
Jackson, gospel singer; 
Jaekie Coogan, actor. 
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Crossworc 
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~ 19 20 
23 ~ 24 ~ __m_=._~_. 
27 ~ 28 29 3O 31 
~3~ 40 ~4 ! 
43 ~ 44 45 
53 54 55 
 iiiiiii i 
AcROss ' 39 Superstar 61 Rocket 
1 Turkish Hope deviation 
headdress 41 Biblical DOWN 
4 Troubadour name I Comedian 
love song 42 Halfpenny Arbuckle's 
8 Actress: (Brit.) attribute 
Geraldine - 44 Fledier's : 2 Anglo-Saxon 
Philippine Pops letter 
Negrito 46 King 3 The great 
13 City in Arthur's Florenz 
Normandy court 4 Thespians 
14 Philippine 50 Kind of deer 5 New Guinea 
sumac 51 Palm leaves seaport 
15 Where (var.) 6 - Lahr 
4 Down 5Z Terrence 7 Moham- 
perform McNally med's 
11 Standard play: helpers 
18 Earth: " --, -- " 8 Sellers film: 









26 Sp. ladies 
28 "The-  
"The 
57 " -- Lynne" Pink--" 
58 Salutation 9 Celebes ox 
59 Its capital 10 Baseball's 





22 "EH tu," : 
for one 
23 George and -- 
Gershwin 
W Relative • 
29 Broadway'o 








38 Late actor 
Mlneo 
~0MIx with " 
is Baghdad Ralph -- borax ,- 
60 Harptike 11 Coveted TV 43 'IV star! 
instrument award George -= 
Average solution time: 23 rain. 45 "The 
INIAII~IL A I I~IIPD/SITI add - ' ,  
IAII~I I IA  N N E IA I I~  I AI ~ Mozart's" - -  
fan tore" 
Song" 
U IAGJBV.  UHBC IKV  JKVVHN AKF  (Gounod) 
IHMGCN MBNF 3Z Sing 
trippingly 
34 "Ready, --. Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- BABY DOLL IS USUALLY EN- fire1" 
SCONCED IN TOT'S BED. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: G equals E 36 Mother of 
Zeus 
lele~ Cryptoqul p is a simple substitution'cipher in which each 37 Moslem 
er used s .hinds for another. If you think that X equals O, it judges 
equal O mroughout the puzzle, Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating (ear.) 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by h'ial and error. 
©1978 King Features ~yndicate. In'e. 
~ 41 Winglike 48 L~nguage 
of Yucatan 
IUILIUIDIQRI i IA I  I ITIEI 49 Kitchen 
~ need 
53 Science re- 
search or~. 
IC~BIOILILIAI I ICIMIEILI 54 
IBIAI~IEIOIGILIEIEI~IEI Gardner 
10-19 55 Coniferous 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle, tree 
By Eugene $beffer 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~ ~: :~ON'T  f i t /ANNA 
~\~,.,~ -c.. ~,~TL~ ~-- ,  i ~,~ ,o~ o~ ~ ~ - ~ " : : l J~ .~ ibr - r - - '~  #~- '#~,% I 
.~ PARTY F~ PErEY / ~ l l  /~  ~N~ THE ONE WHO H '~¢1 
So 
... ~? 
CA TFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
- -  w - -  - -  A _ _  
• L . .  ( 
• "..L.. F~] • --, ~_ .~,  
IO-2~. .~ ..... 
- -  - -  - -  I I  - -  - -  ~ - -  - -  1918 by  Ch¢ lgo  Tf,b~ne El y ,  Ne l l  ~f l~ .  tee  * I  
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By Johnny HarP 
I 
~ ~F~UK OR,~A 
II,k-~v~ ~'~ ~.n.. 
B' 
/N / r~ /F YOU INOLUDED 
V~TgNe H/~ eSTATe, HIS, 
Ill /~ /~/ ,~uP#reo  
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